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A girl displays a placard during a protest against the rape and murder of a 8-year-old girl in 
Kathua, in Bengaluru on Monday.
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Dimapur, April 16 (EMN): Governor 
PB Acharya has expressed support to a 
campaign that seeks death penalty as 
punishment for rape of children, accord-
ing to a press release from the Raj Bhavan 
on Monday. 

Acharya has received said petition 
from the Confederation of Women En-
trepreneurs (CoWE) of India containing 
a request to amend the laws in Nagaland 
to award death penalty against cases of 
child rape. 

It stated that the governor has for-
warded the letter from CoWE to the chief 
minister’s office ‘for necessary legisla-
tion.’ 

“The letter, addressed to the governor, 
stated that we need to play our role in 
the protection of the girl child and stated 
that while there are many areas to tackle, 
the confederation believes an important 
aspect is severe punishment to the per-
petrators. 

“It further stated that the Confed-
eration of Women Entrepreneurs of India 
has initiated a petition asking for award-
ing death penalty or life imprisonment 
as punishment for child rape and speedy 
trial in case of child rape to get justice 
within six months,” the statement read.

The campaign has received more 
than 15,000 signatures within one month 
and the number continues to increase 
by the week, it stated. Acharya had ear-
lier met the chairperson of CoWE, Uma 
Ghurka in Mumbai after which he had 
asked her to ‘send a letter to his office’. 

Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Haryana 
and Arunachal Pradesh have passed bills 
awarding death penalty for rape of minor 
child below the age of 12.

Kathua (JK), April 16 (PTI): The 
eight people accused of raping and 
killing an eight-year-old pleaded not 
guilty and asked the judge for a narco 
analysis test as the trial into the case, 
which has become the focal point of 
outrage across the country, began 
here today.

Seven of the eight accused were 
produced before District and Ses-
sions Judge Sanjay Gupta, who asked 
the state Crime Branch to give them 
copies of the chargesheet and fixed 
April 28 as the next date of hearing.

The eighth accused is a juvenile 
who moved a bail application before 
the chief judicial magistrate. The 
matter was posted for April 26. 

The child from a minority no-
madic community was allegedly 
held in captivity in a small village 
temple in Kathua district for a week 
in January this year during which 
she was kept sedated and sexually 
assaulted before being bludgeoned 
to death. 

According to the chargesheets 
filed by the Crime Branch, the ab-
duction, rape and killing of the 
girl was part of a carefully planned 
strategy to remove the nomadic 
community from the area. A sepa-
rate chargesheet was filed for the 
juvenile.

The counsel for the accused de-
manded a copy of the chargesheet 
filed by the Crime Branch on April 9 

before the chief judicial magistrate.
Immediately after the brief hear-

ing in the sessions court, the seven 
accused were shifted back to the jail 
under heavy security.

Special police officer Deepak 
Khajuria, who is alleged to have 
repeatedly raped the child, told re-
porters from the police van that he 
was also demanding a a narco test, 
also known as the "truth test", and 
a CBI probe.

As the trial began inside the 
court, main accused Sanji Ram's 
daughter Madhu Sharma protested 
outside, demanding a CBI probe.

There was heavy police presence 
at the Kathua complex following the 
tension on April 9 when members 
of the local bar association did not 
allow the Crime Branch to submit its 
chargesheet in the case.

Sanji Ram, the caretaker of the 
'devisthan' in a village in Kathua, 
about 90 km from Jammu, is listed 
as the main conspirator behind the 
crime. 

He was allegedly joined by spe-
cial police officers Deepak Khajuria 
and Surender Verma, friend Parvesh 
Kumar alias Mannu, Ram's nephew, 
a juvenile, and his son Vishal Jan-
gotra alias "Shamma".

The chargesheet also names in-
vestigating officers head constable 
Tilak Raj and Sub-Inspector Anand 
Dutta, who allegedly took Rs 4 lakh 

from Ram and destroyed crucial 
evidence. 

The issue of providing the ac-
cused copies of the "challan", or 
the chargesheet, was raised before 
the judge by the lawyers, Ankush 
Sharma, who is pleading the case for 
Sanji Ram, his son and others, told 
reporters.

He said the chargesheet was pre-
sented in court on April 9 but copies 
had not yet been provided.

Ram told the judge that they 
wanted narco tests and were ready 
for them.  The judge asked the ac-
cused whether they had been given 
copies of the chargesheet, which 
runs into 400 pages, added A K Sa-
wahney, who is representing head 
constable Tilak Raj.

He told reporters that Jammu 
and Kashmir Chief Minister Meh-
booba Mufti had been talking about 
a fast track trial but copies of the 
chargesheet had still not been pro-
vided to them. 

In a narco analysis test, the sub-
ject is injected with sodium pen-
tothal or sodium amytal. The dose is 
dependent on the person's sex, age, 
health and physical condition.

It does not have any legal sanc-
tity as evidence until a court gives 
permission to conduct these tests. 
The test only helps as corroborative 
and not as primary evidence, say 
legal experts. 

Kohima Bureau
Kohima, April 16 (EMN): 
Minister for Land Resources, 
Transport, Civil Aviation and 
Railways, P Paiwang Konyak 
on Monday launched the ‘100 
days achievable target and pro-
grammes’ of the state’s Land 
Resources department (LRD) 
in Kohima.

Complying with the cabi-
net’s decision of March 8, the 
100 days programmes will cover 
three important sectors: dis-
tribution of coffee saplings 
and plantation; distribution 
of robber sheet rollers; and 
development of springshed 
management. 

At the launch of the pro-
gramme, Konyak said the gov-
ernment’s target was to uplift 
the rural economy of the farm-
ers in the state, as it believes that 
Naga society as a whole would 
progress when the economy of 
those in the rural areas improve.

Konyak informed that un-
der this programme the depart-
ment plans to develop 300 Ha 
of coffee plantation within 100 
days, and accordingly 5,75,000 
coffee seedlings of Arabica va-
riety and 60,000 of Robusta 
varierty will be distributed to 
the farmers for cultivation. 

The department, he said 
will provide 200 rubber sheet 
rollers to the rubber growing 
farmers in Wokha, Dimapur, 
Mokokchung and Peren. While 
the department has developed 
more than 16,000 Ha of rubber 
cultivation in Nagaland and has 

been extending post-harvest 
support to the farmers, Konyak 
maintained that about 16 lakh 
trees are being tapped in the 
districts of Mokokchung, Wok-
ha, Dimapur, Peren, Longleng 
and Mon.

For development of spring-
shed, the minister said within 
100 days the department plans 
to take up ‘inventorisation’ of 
100 springs in two villages clus-
ters namely Khrimitomi in Zun-
heboto district and Chizami in 
Phek district.

While springshed is a new 
initiative taken up by the de-
partment of Land Resources 
in collaboration with Peoples 
Science Institute, he said the 
objective of springshed de-
velopment is to recharge the 
springs in the watershed areas 
so as to reduce water scarcity in 
the rural areas.

Secretary, Kikheto Sema 
was optimistic that these pro-
grammes will create employ-
ment opportunities for around 
400 people, thereby uplifting 
rural economy and the living 
standard of the people.

Giving a brief background 
of coffee plantation in the state, 
Konyak pointed out that cof-
fee is not a new crop as it was 
introduced in the state during 
early eighties by the Nagaland 
Plantation Crop Development 
Corporation (NPCDC).

However, due to lack of mar-
keting facilities and linkages, 
the corporation closed down 
and the farmers were left with-

out any option but to abandon 
their farms. 

Later on, considering the 
agro-climatic condition, soil 
and altitude of Nagaland, he 
said the department of Land Re-
sources has reintroduced coffee 
cultivation in some watershed 
projects which was found suit-
able.

While the state government 
has declared LRD to be the nod-
al department for coffee, it was 
a boon when the Coffee Board 
of India (CBI) came forward to 
work with the department for 
development of coffee in the 
state.

Accordingly, Konyak said 
the department procured 620 
kg of seed coffee during 2015-
16, 2400kg during 2017-18 and 
3120 kg during 2017-18 from 
CBI and distributed to the farm-
ers which are being cultivated. 
It is progressing quite well in 
many parts of the state, he said. 

It may be mentioned that 
the department has chan-
nelized the coffee market with 
Nobel Cause Coffee Company 
in Cape Town, South Africa 
and during 2017-18, 7 metric 
tonnes of Nagaland Coffee was 
exported to the International 
market. 

Earlier, the minister in a 
meeting with the department 
officials had urged them to 
carry out the policy and pro-
grammes of the government 
so as to uplift the economy and 
living standard farmers in the 
rural areas.

Dimapur, April 16 (EMN): The state’s de-
partment of Rural Development has issued 
a clarification to the allegation hurled by 
the Naga People’s Front (NPF) that the de-
partment’s new principal secretary had in-
dulged in ‘nepotism and favouritism’ while 
distributing MGNREGS fund.

A press release from the department 
on Monday stated that the officer, by be-
ing the commissioner of MGNREGA ‘by 
default’, allocates and sanctions fund. “All 
proposals and allocations are made by the 

department based on the requirement of 
the district/block/village and is placed to 
the commissioner, MGNREGA for approval 
and sanctioning. Therefore the question of 
funds being allocated at the whims of the 
principal secretary/commissioner (MGN-
REGA) does not arise.”

To the claim made by the NPF that the 
central government has sanctioned INR 
285 cr. – out of which, the party had alleged, 
the present government embezzled ‘a high 
percentage’ – the department clarified that 

only INR 140 cr. has been released so far.      
“Further, it is also clarified that Nagar-

jan (Kuda) village C khel being a bonafide 
recognised Naga village having a total job 
card of 1820, is entitled to demand for work 
and take up any work in the village based on 
the requirement under the scheme, as per 
guidelines,” it stated. 

The department felt that it was ‘prema-
ture’ for any party to judge the credibility of 
the officer who had taken charge of office 
only on April 1. 

DIPR report. 
Recalling his entry to the 

DPDB as area council chairman 
way back in the early 1980s, Rio 
said the board has made much 
progress over the years. He said 
that people belonging to the 
capital were more privileged than 
others; likewise officers posted at 
the capital. 

“Today Nagaland is much 
better in law and order situation 
however the real peace has not 
reached, and therefore the po-
tentials of the people or the youth 
has not been fully exploited, said 
Rio and reminded to collectively 
serve the people as public servant 
and government servant to ease 
life and to uplift the economy of 
the people particularly in rural 
areas,” the DIPR report read. 

 Rio remarked that the Naga 
people have no concern for 
economy ‘as we do not have 
work culture’. Reminding that the 
economy of Nagaland was agrar-
ian, he requested all the heads of 
department of the district to work 
closely with the villagers and built 
their economy. 

“He opined that whatever 
schemes have been given to one 
village in a year or for a period can 
be monitored by the deputy com-
missioner for any overlapping or 
duplication and come up with an 
annual progress report of utilizing 
the local area developing fund or 
respective departments, village-
wise, which would be transparent 
in nature and also would give 
responsibilities for the officers 
or the villagers to implement the 
scheme,” it stated. 

He reminded that the state 
government has called for a mass 
social work on April 21 while 
inviting each citizen to “clean up 
the city and clear up the drainage 
and culverts so that water can 
flow freely”. 

 In his introductory remark, 
Zale Neikha requested coopera-
tion of all the elected members.  
“Kohima being the capital of the 
state, our dedication and respon-
sibilities are more, compared with 
our counterparts,” said Neikha.

Short speeches were also de-
livered by Yhoshu, Kire, Khing 
and Nakhro, the report stated. 

Dimapur, April 16 (EMN): The 
Kohima District Planning and 
Development Board (DPDB) 
meeting-cum-felicitation pro-
gramme for the newly elected 
members from the district was 
held April 16 under the chairman-
ship of Advisor to Youth Resourc-
es and Sports; and Chairman of 
Kohima DPDB, Zale Neikha. 

Chief Minister Neiphiu Rio; 
Speaker Vikho-o Yhoshu; Advisor 
to Rural Development Neikiesalie 
Kire; Advisor to Veterinary and 
Animal Husbandry, and Women 
Resources R Khing; and MLA 
Keneizhakho Nakhro attended 
the programme, according to a 

New Delhi, April 16 
(IANS): To enable cus-
tomers to see tariffs of 
different telecom serv-
ice providers ( TSP) 
and different licensed 
service areas at a sin-
gle place, the Telecom 
Regulatory Authority 
of India (TRAI) has in-
troduced a portal, an 
official statement said 
here on Monday.

"For easy access, 
various tariff plans and 
other tariff instruments 
are provided at the Trai 
website in download-
able format. This plat-
form would not only 
benefit the consum-
ers but also help other 
stakeholders to do a 
comparative analysis," 
the regulator said. Con-
sumers can also provide 
feedback on the portal. 

Campaign for death penalty to child rapists reaches Nagaland
Kathua accused plead not guilty

100 days target: Land Resources 
department declares blueprint    

RD department says NPF outburst is ‘premature’ 

Rio tells officers to ‘work with villagers’TRAI launches 
tariff portal 
for consumers

Manipur staged gunfights: SC wants officers named in FIR
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Min.Max. Max.Min.
Aizawl 31° 17°

Agartala 38° 25°

Gangtok 24° 11°

Guwahati 32° 18°

Imphal 29° 15°

Itanagar 28° 16°

Shillong 23° 13°

Delhi 39° 24°

Kolkata 39° 26°

Chennai 35° 29°

 Max:  Min:
KOHIMA 25° 13°
DIMAPUR 31° 19°
 RF:  RH:
KOHIMA 9mm 88%
DIMAPUR Nil 91%
* Rainfall (RF) * Relative humidity (RH)
Temperature in State Capitals
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Share your smile with 
the world. It's a symbol 
of friendship and peace. 

~ Christie Brinkley
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European failure prevails as 
PSG clinch seventh title |  P11

Barbara Bush in failing health, 
won’t seek further treatment  | P9

Steven Spielberg becomes 
first director to make $10 bn 
at the box office  |  P10

New Delhi, April 16 (IANS): The Su-
preme Court on Monday directed the 
CBI's SIT to file a supplementary FIR 
naming the officers involved in the al-
leged extra-judicial killings and staged 
gunfights by the Army, Assam Rifles 
and Police in Manipur.

A bench of Justice Madan B. Lokur 
and Justice U.U. Lalit asked the Special 
Investigation Team (SIT) to file the 
supplementary FIR in the existing FIRs 
which will include the name of officers 
or commanding officers of the units, 
and told the NHRC to also assist the 
team.

The top court said the judicial in-
quiries and the Gauhati High Court's 
findings have named the commanding 
officer of the unit of the Assam battal-
ion (involved in the alleged shooting) or 
the officer who shot "but these person-

nel have not been named in the FIR".
The SIT should file a supplemen-

tary FIR naming the personnel in-
volved, it said. The court was hearing 
a PIL seeking a probe into as many as 
1,528 cases of extra-judicial killings in 
Manipur.

The court's direction came after 
advocate Menaka Guruswamy, the 
amicus curiae assisting the court in the 
matter, said that 11 FIRs were registered 
in March but none named any Army, 
Assam rifle or Manipur police person-
nel despite their being specifically 
named in the judicial inquiries' reports 
and the high court's findings.

These 11 FIRs were registered on 
the basis of judicial inquiries and cases 
in which the Gauhati High Court had 
given its findings.

Taking note of the submissions of 

Guruswamy that FIRs were registered 
against "unknown personnel", the 
bench said that going by the records of 
the judicial inquiries, the high court's 
order and witnesses "there is not just 
the name of offending unit but also 
the officer under whose command it 
was done".

"The fact of the matter is he (of-
ficer) shot. He is the man who shot and 
accepted it. You know the commander 
of the unit, you also know the man in 
question. But it's not in the FIR," the 
bench told Additional Solicitor General 
Maninder Singh, appearing for the SIT.

The apex court said if the SIT 
doesn't name the personnel in the FIR, 
"who are you going to question tomor-
row"? The bench, which had asked the 
National Human Rights Commission 
(NHRC) to depute three persons with 

the SIT to carry out investigations in 
13 of the 42 cases, said: "We would 
like the NHRC to get involved in other 
cases too."

When the ASG said that "substan-
tial progress" has been made in the 
cases filed by the SIT and it has been 
collecting evidence, examining wit-
nesses and waiting for forensic reports, 
the court sought the presence of the 
director of the Central Forensic Science 
Laboratory to ensure there was no de-
lay in the reports.

The ASG also told the bench that 
the FIRs lodged against the victims 
will be cancelled. On February 12, the 
court slammed the SIT for not properly 
probing the issue and asked why FIRs 
were lodged against the victims and not 
against the officers.

The bench also took note of the 

contentions of the SIT that it was hav-
ing some difficulty in understanding 
the local language in Manipur and 
asked it to approach the Manipur Uni-
versity which may help in translation. 
The court then posted the matter for 
May 11.

On July 14, 2017, the apex court set 
up the SIT comprising five Central Bu-
reau of Investigation (CBI) officers and 
ordered registration of FIRs and inves-
tigation into the alleged extra-judicial 
killings in Manipur.

The court had ordered the registra-
tion of FIRs in 81 cases including 32 
probed by a Commission of Inquiry, 32 
investigated by judicial authorities, 11 
in which compensation was awarded 
and six probed by the commission 
headed by former Supreme Court judge 
Santosh Hegde. 
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WOMEN HELPLINE: 181

DIMAPUR (STD CODE: 03862)

Bethesda Ambulance Service                 9615053217, 9615520007

CIHSR 242555, 242533

Police Control Room 7085055050

Dimapur District Hospital 232224

Diphupar PS 7085055032

East PS 7085055030

Faith Hospital 248912, 9436004220

Fire Station (Chumu) 282777

Fire Station (Dimapur) 7085378850, 232201

GRPS 7085055031

Medziphema PS 7085055033

MH (Metro) Hospital 227930/231081

Mobile Unit Commander 7085055046

Nikos Hospital 248285, 232032

Niuland PS 7085088035

Sub-Urban PS 7085055036

Traffic Control -1 7085088038

Traffic Control -2 7085088039

West PS 7085055034

Women Cell 7085055037

Zion Hospital 231864, 224117, 227337

KOHIMA (STD Code: 0370)

Bethel Nursing Home 2224202

Chiephobozou PS
Officer-in-Charge

8575045506
8575045516

Childline Kohima 1098

Chiephobozou PS
Officer-in-Charge

8575045506
8575045516

Fire Stations 2222952

IRCS Ambulance Service 2244350

Kezocha PS
Officer-in-Charge

8575045549
8575045538

Khuzama PS
Officer-in-Charge

8575045505
8575045515

NHAK 2222916

North PS
Officer-in-Charge

2222222, 8575045501
8575045510

Oking Hospital 2290080, 2290146

Police Control Room 100/2244279, 8575045500

South PS
Officer-in-Charge

2222111, 8575045502
8575045520

Tseminyu PS
Officer-in-Charge

8575045507
8575045517

Zubza PS
Officer-in-Charge

8575045508
8575045518

MOKOKCHUNG (STD Code: 0369)

Chopper Service 8974151974/ 9615776811

Christian Hospital, Impur 2262214

Dr. Imkongliba Hospital 2226216/2226394

Faith Hospital Ambulance 9436004220, 9856051827

Fire Station 2226225

Hope Ambulance Service 8415827895/9856277674

Hotel Metsuben 8014587442/ 2226373

IRCS Ambulance Service 09402993002

Lifeline Ambulance 9436439707/ 9862447893

Mokokchung PS 1 2226241

Power House 2226221/2226293

Sewak Gate PS 2 2226213

Traffic Control 9485232691

Tuli Police Station 9485232693

Women Cell 9485232692

Woodland Nursing Home 2226263

Forest department to increase 
protected area network in state 

Scouts and guides Camporee concludes 

Merapani 
chopping case: 
Clan wants 
perpetrators booked

Sumi Totimi dedicates building for charity

Mokokchung DC’s bungalow 
gets a touch of heritage

Local welfare society visits 
educational institutions

NMA condemns rape cases in country

 Forest department officials with the participants during the interaction programme.

Scouts and guides participating at the Comporee at Don Bosco Higher Secondary School in Dimapur. 

Members of the KSTH during the dedication programme for a new building in Dimapur on 
April 7.

Sachin Jaiswal, Dobashi and others seen here after the inauguration of an ‘Ariju’ outside the deputy commissioner’s  bungalow in Mokokchung 
on Monday. 

Dimapur, April 16 (EMN): The 
wildlife wing of the Nagaland For-
est department visited commu-
nity reserved forests at Tsiepama, 
Murakjo / Chemakong (Yizma, 
Lishiyo and Mongphio  villages), 
D-Khel, Mezoma, Chishilimi, Tsu-
ruhu, Khekiye, Lizutomi, Aizuto, 
Kigwema on  March 13 and the 
14th.  The team was led by Chief 
Wildlife Warden Satya Prakash Tri-
pathi, and Wildlife Warden K Caro-
line Angami, updates informed on 
Monday.  

According to press release re-
ceived here on Monday the team 
had meetings and interactions 
with village councils, GBs, and 
members of community reserve 
forest committees of the villages.

During the meeting, the chief 
wildlife warden was said to have 
spoken about the intrinsic rela-
tionship that forest, wildlife, and 
human beings share and their 
dependence on one another. 
He explained how forests were 
important for the preservation 
of adequate water supply, and 

purification of air, stabilization of 
climate and in the enrichment of 
the soil. 

Forests, Satya Prakash Tripathi 
said, are a natural habitat for wild 
animals and that the diversity 
of life forms can be saved by se-
curing their natural habitats. He 
explained about the economic 
benefits of forests as well.

In Nagaland, Tripathi said, only 
11.7 % of forest wealth is under the 
control of the government, the 
lion’s share (88.3%) of forest wealth 
is under the control of individuals 
or communities, for which the 
government’s regulation is limited. 
Hence, he said communities have 
to play a more proactive role in 
conserving and protecting wildlife 
than the government does. 

Community reserve forests are 
forests owned and managed by the 
community. These were added 
due to reduced protection in view 
of private ownership of land and 
land use, he said. 

According to a study, 18% of 
the geographical area should be 

covered by the Protected Area 
Network (national park, wildlife 
sanctuary, conservation reserve, 
and community reserve). This is 
around 5% at the national level, 
the chief warden informed.

In Nagaland, he said that the 
government owned 241.20 sq.km 
protected areas which stand at 
a dismal 1.45% of the total geo-
graphical area of the state (16579 
sq.km). However, he said, in Na-
galand, most of villages conserve 
and protects their forest through 
community conservation initia-
tives called community conserva-
tion areas.

The chief warden  mentioned 
that the Energy Research Insti-
tute, New Delhi has identified 407 
CCAs, spread over 11 district, as 
per International Union for Con-
servation of Nature (IUCN) guide-
lines. These CCAs are befitted to be 
declared as community reserves. 
The Government of Nagaland 
has so far notified 18 community 
reserves in the state.

Dr. Inato Zhimomi of Tsuruhu 

Chumukedima VDB to meet
The Village Development Board secretaries’ association 
for the Rural Development block of Chumukedima has 
convened a meeting to be conducted in the office of the Block 
Development Office on April 17 at 11 am at Chumukedima, 
in Dimapur district. Members are requested to attend the 
meeting.

Anglers to observe World Fish 
Migration Day 
The anglers’ association of Nagaland (AAN) will be observing 
World Fish Migration Day on April 21 at Lavi Lake in Wokha. The 
programme is being organised by the AAN and department 
of Fishery. 

Pochury students convene assembly
The Pochury Students’ Union has convened an emergency 
union assembly to be conducted on April 20 at 10:00 am at 
the union office’s conference hall at Meluri town, Phek. The 
union has invited applications from the units to host the next 
general conference scheduled to be conducted in 2019.  All 
the units and subordinating bodies are requested to attend 
the assembly.    

KMC convenes meeting
The Kohima Municipal Council (KMC) has convened a joint 
meeting on April 18 at 2:00 pm. The meeting has been 
convened to be conducted with all the 19 ward panchayat 
chairmen and sanitation committees. The meeting is to be 
conducted at the KMC’s office. All in concern are requested to 
attend the meeting.

Longleng DPDB meet on April 20 
The Longleng District Planning and Development Board will 
be meeting with newly elected representatives on April 20 in 
the deputy commissioner’s conference hall at 11 am. All the 
board members have been requested to attend the meeting. 

NEWS IN BRIEF

village informed the department 
that, the initiative for conserva-
tion of wildlife started 15 years 
back without any aid from the 
government. He assured of all 
cooperation to the department 
in days to come. Any financial aid 
from the department towards this 
conservation purposes, he said, 
will be utilized judiciously and that 
the people of Tsuruhu village, will 
sincerely endeavour towards mak-
ing Tsuruhu Community Reserve 
Forest a model Reserve Forests of 
wildlife conservation. The PCCF 
(wildlife) & Chief Wildlife Warden 
assured to look into the matter 
with sincerity with regards to GB, 
Tsuruhu village’s request for the 
construction of footpath for bird 
(tragopan) viewpoint.  

At Lizutomi Village under Ag-
hunato sub-division, K Caroline 
Angami, wildlife warden of Di-
mapur highlighted how the pro-
posal of community reserve forest 
was accepted. She solicited the 
support of the village communi-
ties for even more cooperation 
for the conservation of forest and 
wildlife.

At the meeting with all the 
stakeholders of the Community 
Reserve Forest at Aizuto, The chief 
wildlife warden appealed for co-
operation, involvement and par-
ticipation of the local communi-
ties which is a key for the success 
of any conservation efforts. He 
explained about various tangible 
and intangible benefits derived 
from forests. 

Rev. Mulato Chishi, executive 
secretary of the mission com-
pound at Aizuto stated that the 
compound had been instrumen-
tal in creating awareness to the 
people about the importance of 
wildlife and that it played an im-
portant role in bringing the five 
villages together for the conserva-
tion effort.

Dimapur, April  16 
(EMN): The Ovungtsu 
Ekhung of Wokha has 
strongly condemned 
an April 10 incident 
at Merapani village in 
Wokha during which 
one Chenio Ovung 
was allegedly struck 
with a machete and 
his left hand chopped 
off from the wrist. The 
victim was said to be 
an employee of a saw 
mill at Merapani, a 
press release from the 
organization informed 
on Monday.

In the press release, 
the accused were iden-
tified as one Kania Ka-
chari and a Godi Ka-
chari. 

According to the 
press release, the in-
cident occurred when 
the victim was trying to 
pacify a quarrel among 
the Kachari family’s 
members. The updates 
stated that the ‘ill inten-
tion and cowardly act 
of the Kachari brothers 
was nothing short of an 
attempt to murder’ and 
which the organisation 
stated should be con-
demned by all. 

The Ovungtsu has 
thanked the Mera-
pani village council 
and Nagaland police 
in Bhandari for assist-
ing and for shifting the 
injured individual to 
Dimapur civil hospital.

Expressing  dis-
gust at the incident 
the organisation has 
appealed to the law 
enforcing agencies to 
capture the perpetra-
tors at the earliest and 
punish them.

Dimapur, April 16 (EMN): The 
Naga Mothers’ Association 
(NMA) has condemned the 
rape cases against young girls 
in Kathua and Unnao and 
other places in India.

“The rising rape and crime 
against women including 
children in the country as 
well as in our state is alarming 
and we call for an end to such 
inhumane activities,” a press 
release expressing concern 
was received from the NMA 
on Monday.

 In the press release, the 
association called upon lead-
ers of the government of Jam-
mu & Kashmir, Uttar Pradesh, 
Gujarat, Bihar, and Odisha to 
ensure the strictest of punish-
ments to the perpetrators. 

Also the mothers urged 
the government of India to 
bring out stricter laws against 
rape of children.

“We are in solidarity with 
all grieving families whose 
daughters have been vio-
lated,” the NMA stated. 

Dimapur, April 16 (EMN):  
The India Northeast Tribal 
Community Welfare Society 
(INTCWS) with its education 
wing, Libra Consultancy at 
Notun Bosti  in Dimapur, vis-
ited universities, medical and 
technology colleges, and other 
professional courses in Tamil 
Nadu, Rajasthan, Dehradun, 
Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, Delhi 
Public School in Delhi and  
NCR Region. 

The visit was from April 
1 to the 12th, a press release 

from the INTCWS informed 
on Monday. 

In the press release, the 
society stated that 361 univer-
sities, colleges, and schools in 
India had been visited till date. 
Some of these universities and 
colleges contribute to staff 
salaries and advertisement 
expenses, the release stated.  

Swami Vivekananda Col-
lege in Punjab donated a Len-
ovo computer set with a laser 
printer to the society, the up-
dates added.

Dimapur, April 16 (EMN): A three-day 
event ‘Camporee 2018,’ for scouts and 
guides, organised by the Salesian Prov-
ince of Dimapur with the theme ‘holi-
ness, harmony and health’ at Don Bosco 
Higher Secondary School (DBHSS) cam-
pus concluded on April 15.

The camp was inaugurated by the 
minister for Higher and Technical Edu-
cation Temjen Imna Along on April 13. 
A press release received on Monday 
informed about the event.

468 scouts and guides from 13 Sale-
sian schools along with 50 teachers, 
scout masters and guide captains par-
ticipated in camp, it was informed.

During the camp, various com-

petitions including march past, folk 
songs, traditional, constructing model 
village, choreography, choral singing, 
theme presentation, ‘pageant-o-rama’, 
pioneering projects, adventure activities, 
friendship games, national integration, 
quiz, and others were organised for the 
participants.

Provincial Fr. Nestor Guria gave away 
the prizes to the winners on the conclud-
ing programme.

The Camporee was organised to pre-
pare its scouts and guides to participate 
in the national level ‘BoscoreeSync’  to be 
held at Nashikin the Salesian Province of 
Mumbai from  Dec. 30  to Jan. 3, it was 
informed.

Dimapur, April 16 (EMN): The Ko-
hima Sumi Totimi Hoho on April 
7 dedicated a building that would 
be used for charity purposes.  The 
building is located at Nagarjan in Di-
mapur. It was inaugurated by associ-
ate pastor of Sumi Baptist Church of 
Kohima Kitoshi Kiba. A press release 
received on Monday from the group 
informed about the event.

The associate pastor encouraged 
the group members continue to 
their noble endeavour to uplift the 

downtrodden.
President KSTH Ghovili Achumi 

in her introductory speech thanked 
God for the asset from which the 
income will be generated to help the 
poor and needy.

She also cited some noble jobs 
that the group members have ren-
dered to the helpless people.

The president said that the in-
come as rent from the newly inau-
gurated building would be utilised 
for noble cause.

Dimapur, April 16 (EMN): 
An ‘Ariju,’ a replica of bach-
elors’ dormitory in Ao vil-
lages, has been construct-
ed by ‘Aoli dobashi’ (Ao 
Naga for ‘Ao Doubashi’) at 
the deputy commission-
er’s bungalow in Mokok-
chung. 

According to a DPRO 
report, the Ariju was con-
structed from the local 
area development pro-

gramme fund for 2017-18. 
Ariju, the prime educa-

tion and military training 
centre where values were 
taught to young boys in 
the ancient days, was in-
augurated by the deputy 
commissioner of Mokok-
chung Sachin Jaiswal on 
April 16. 

In his speech Sachin 
Jaiswal said with the con-
struction of the Ariju and 

the installation of a Sung-
kong (log drum) in 2017, 
the DC’s bungalow was 
emerging to be an ‘attrac-
tive place.’ Expressing 
his appreciation to the 
dobashi for their gesture, 
the administrator said he 
was considering inviting 
students from various 
schools to see the bunga-
low too.

The personal assist-

ant to the deputy com-
missioner, Zulunungsang, 
said that the Ariju, al-
though small, was con-
structed ‘in a bid to pre-
serve the values of the Ao 
people.’ He said social and 
institutional values are fast 
disappearing in the face 
of modernity. He said that 
the house was constructed 
to make the DC’s bunga-
low ‘more like a heritage.’ 



Happy 25th Anniversary 
to our favourite pair of parents 

Lt. Gen. Niki Sumi & Shelly Sumi 
Dear Dad and Mom. 

Today is not just 
your anniversary. It 
is time’s ultimate 

testimony that you were 
always meant for each 
other, destined to be our 
father and mother. As you 
commemorate this special 
day, we want you to know 
that apart from being the 
best husband and wife, you 
were and will always be the 
stars of our life. Thank you 
for making our life the best 
life it could be. 

It is said that great 
marriages are the result of 
a consistent investment 
of time, thoughtfulness, 
forgiveness, affection, 
prayer, mutual respect 
and a strong commitment 
between a husband and 
wife. May the Lord give 
you enough grace to keep 
these qualities intact 
and may the journey you 
started together always be 
joyful. 

~ Loving Children~ 
D-5269

FELICITATION

The Kigwema Youth Organisation with 
immense pride and honor extents our heartiest 
congratulations to Er. Vikho-o Yhoshu for 

being re-elected in the 13th Nagaland Legislative 
Assembly and appointed as the Speaker. The 
organisation also felicitates Dr. Lily for having 
promoted to the post of Principal, Kohima Science 
College (Autonomous), Jotsoma, Kohima, Nagaland.

The organisation further wishes and prays the best 
for their noble future endeavours.

Kigwema Youth Organisation
K-1638

DG-736
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Angami students at Shillong mark golden jubilee 

Rev. Dr. Hevukhu Achumi and legislator Jacob Zhimomi, among others, at the inauguration of a new 
church building at Lukuto village in Dimapur on April 14.

 Zhaleo Rio along with the ASUS officials during the golden jubilee celebration of the union at Shillong, 
in Meghalaya on April 14.

Members of Dimapur District Legal Services Authority pose for a group photo with the stakeholders after 
the seminar in Dimapur on April 16.

The commandant of the 7th Assam Rifles, Colonel Veerandra Tiwari, 
symbolically hands over a water facility to the villagers of Akhegwo 
in Phek district on April 16.

Students of St. Xavier School in Meluri town in Phek district 
attending the career counselling session that was organised by the 
Assam Rifles on April 16.

MGNREGA fund issue

New church building opens to Lukuto village

VDBs lend weight in defence of officer

Barristers sensitise on Lok Adalat 

Villages find water, sports and 
IT goodies in Assam Rifles gift 

You got to learn to ‘sweat it 
out,’ legislator tells students

STATE

“It is immigration that 
robs the economy of our 
local populace,” Rio re-
marked and reiterated 
that there was no neces-
sity for one to compete 
for government jobs but 
to “opt for self employ-
ment through dignity of 
labour.” He said that value 
was vivid even among the 
Khasi people. 

“There is enough room 
for self employment in our 
state so long one is ready 
to stoop low and sacrifice 
oneself for a successful 
life,” the deputy speaker 
said. He lamented that 
many Nagas cry about un-

employment issues with-
out even properly consid-
ering the options that are 
available in Nagaland. 

Zhaleo Rio was also of 
the view that Naga persons 
outside the state should 
learn and practice positive 
habits even in Nagaland. 
He pointed out that the 
culture of cleanliness in 
Shillong was still a far-
fetched dream in Naga-
land.

“It  i s  t i m e  Na g a s 
change and put such ex-
ceptional practices into 
action, led by people who 
have the experience of liv-
ing outside our state,” he 

opined. 
Rio later visited the site 

for the construction of the 
Nagaland rest house, op-
posite the Neigrihms in 
Shillong, which is said to 
belong to the government 
of Nagaland. The site had 
been lying unattended for 
years due to opposition 
from certain quarters. 

The deputy speaker 
assured to personally in-
tervene for an amicable 
resolution of the issue at 
the earliest and to initiate 
construction of said house 
which is meant to help 
patients, particularly from 
Nagaland.

village to village as per the 
approved labour budget. 
Therefore, the variation 
in the allocation of fund 
should not be confused 
or be viewed as an unfair 
means as the system is laid 
down in the norms of the 
scheme,” the association’s 
release stated. 

The VDB association 
added a word for the po-
litical party which had 
levelled allegations against 
the principal secretary: 
whatever money had been 
put in Kuda (Nagarjan) vil-
lage was not for personal 
purpose but for the de-
velopment of the village / 
community. There is no 
point in targeting a par-
ticular person or making 
it a personal issue as the 
officer in concern was only 
carrying out duties within 
norms of the Act, the as-
sociation stated. 

T h e  o r g a n i s a t i o n 
added that there was no 
question of the principal 
secretary implementing 
or allocating the funds ac-
cording to own whims and 
fancy as alleged: the funds 
were found to be released 
in accordance with the 
approved labour budget, 
it was stated.

The association stated 
that since from the incep-
tion of VDB in the year 
1980, no political party 
had played ‘blame game 
or obstructed the func-
tioning of the VDBs and 
it has been instrumental 
in carrying out various 

Dimapur, April 16 (EMN): 
A newly constructed 
building of Lukuto Bap-
tist Church (LBC) was 
dedicated at Lukuto vil-
lage, in Dimapur district, 
on April 15.

In the sermon for the 
event, by Rev. Dr. He-
vukhu Achumi spoke 
from the Bible and told 
the congregation about 
how Jesus Christ entered 
Jerusalem and how the 
people welcomed him as 
king. He urged the mem-
bers to welcome Christ 
into their lives ‘with a new 
and pure heart, as new 
creations’ in Christ. He 
called upon the congre-
gation to make the new 
building a holy sanctuary 
and a source of blessing. 

According to reports 

Dimapur, April 16 (EMN): 
To spread awareness on the 
importance of Lok Adalat, 
Dimapur District Legal 
Services Association (DDL-
SA) has organised a mass 
awareness seminar with 
the chairmen and execu-
tives of different organisa-
tions in the court premises 
on April 16.

The introductory ses-
sion was led by Neiko 
Kanuo, chairman DDLSA 
cum principal district and 
session judge, Dimapur. 
Ms Visheli H Yeptho spoke 
on the role of legal service 
authority, while DDLSA 
retainer lawyer Nathaniel 
Kevichusa, who spoke on 
Lok Adalat, apprised that 
Lok Adalat is a forum where 
disputes/ cases pending in 
the court of law or at pre-

Dimapur, April 16 (EMN): 
The Kiphire battalion 
of the Assam Rifles has 
inaugurated a bore well 
that was dug for Akhegwo 
village in Phek district. 
The water facility was in-
augurated on April 16 by 
Colonel Veerandra Tiwari, 
commandant of the 7th 
Assam Rifles. 

The source of water 
will help the village over-
come water shortage.

The facility was hand-
ed over to village’s admin-
istration in the presence of 
GBs from Akhegwo, new 
Akhegwo, Kekhekgwo and 
Longmatre villages, it was 
informed.

I n  a n o t h e r  p r o -
gramme, The Phek bat-
talion of the Assam Rifles 
conducted a lecture and 
counselling for students of 
St Xavier’s School in Meluri 
town, also in Phek district, 
on April 16.

The objective of the 
event was to educate stu-
dents about the various 
career opportunities there 
are in the armed forces, 
it was informed. Besides, 
the students were briefed 

about various job oppor-
tunities in state and cen-
tral government.

The students were 
urged also to start ventures 
according to what they can 
do, as a career. Further, they 
were informed about vari-
ous entry schemes once 
they complete class-X. 87 
students and two teachers 
attended the event. 

In yet another pro-
gramme, the Tuensang 
battalion of the Assam 
Rifles presented two com-
puter sets besides furni-
ture and sports items to 
Chenloiso village in Mon 
district on April 15.  

The security force said 
to reach out to the people 
of remote areas besides 
contributing to the devel-
opment of villages. The 
security establishment 
hoped that the computer 
sets would enable school 
children of the area to ac-
quire basic Information 
Technology skills. Like-
wise, they hoped that the 
sports items would con-
tribute to the overall de-
velopment of the village’s 
youth, it was informed.

about the construction, 
which presented by the 
construction committee’s 
chairman Kaoto Aye, the 

church was constructed 
through contribution 
from well-wishers and 
villagers.

A number pastors 
and church leaders from 
neighbouring villages at-
tended the programme.

litigation stage are settled/
compromised amicably. 
He added that there is no 
fee payable when a matter 
is filed in a Lok Adalat.

Kevichusa also high-
lighted on the impact of 
mobile lok adalat which 

was to ensure safety of all 
the vehicle owners, passen-
gers as well as the pedestri-
ans as per the law.

The programme was 
chaired by Sangto Long-
char, panel lawyer. In 
the concluding remarks, 

Ajongba Imchen, DDLSA 
secretary and chief judi-
cial magistrate, encour-
aged the gathering to avail 
these services where par-
ties settle disputes prima-
rily through mutual agree-
ment.

developmental activities 
without any hurdles from 
any political parties.’

The group claimed 
that the recent incident 
was the first of its kind in 
which a political party had 
involved and had accused 
an officer with charges of 
favouritism and nepotism 
‘which when inspected 
found out to be without 
any basis or truth.’

The association has 
urged the party in concern 
to refrain from hindering 
the department in carry-
ing out its duties but to 

allow it to undertake work 
in accordance with the 
norms and guidelines of 
the scheme.

The VDB association 
has requested political 
parties ‘not to fight over or 
politicise the MGNREGA 
schemes as it is the only 
scheme that reaches to the 
grass roots level and have 
been implemented to up-
lift the living standard of 
the rural poor.’ It rather 
urged them to focus on 
other more important is-
sues that are troubling the 
Naga society.

Dimapur, April 16 (EMN): 
In the backdrop of alle-
gations of nepotism and 
favouritism against the 
principal secretary of 
Rural Development de-
partment, the Dimapur 
District VDB Secretaries’ 
Association (DDVDBSA) 
has expressed support 
for the officer, testifying 
that the funds that were 
received were according to 
approved labour budget. 

In the wake of the al-
legations, the associa-
tion held an emergen-
cy meeting on April 14. 
They deliberated on the 
issue of alleged misuse 
of the Mahatma Gandhi 
National Rural Employ-
ment Guarantee Scheme 
(MGNREGS) funds by the 
principal secretary. The as-
sociation informed to have 
resolved to examine and 
‘unearth the truth.’

After thorough exam-
ination the association 
said to have found that 
there were 1, 820 active 
job card holders in the 
village and that the village 
had received the funds in 
accordance with the ap-
proved labour budget. 

The association ob-
served that ‘the village 
could even receive more 
than what was received in 
the recent release of MGN-
REGA funds if the labour 
budget was approved.’

The association’s sec-
retary Thrilongse Sang-
tam, in a press statement, 
stated that there was no 
question of unfair means 
or nepotism in the alloca-
tion of the funds to Kuda 
(Nagarjan) village by the 
principal secretary of said 
department.

The association clari-
fied that the MGNREGA 
was a demand-driven 
scheme and according to 
‘laid down norms,’ funds 
can be shifted from one 
block to another or from 
one village to another vil-
lage if there is genuine 
demand.

“There is no uniformity 
in the allocation of funds 
and the fund varies from 

Dimapur, April 16 (EMN): 
The deputy speaker of the 
Nagaland Legislative As-
sembly Zhaleo Rio has ad-
vocated dignity of labour 
for sustainable livelihood 
without depending on 
government jobs. 

Rio stated this while 
speaking as the chief guest 
of the Angami Students’ 
Union of Shillong (ASUS) 
golden jubilee celebra-
tions on April 14 in the 
State Library Hall of Shil-
long. 

This was stated in a 
press release issued by 
the press secretary for the 
Nationalist Democratic 
Progressive Party at 5th 
Ghaspani-II.

In his speech, the dep-
uty speaker listed out to 
the students a number of 
lessons to be learned even 
as they pursue studies 
from outside the state. He 
has insisted on imbibing 
dignity of labour for them 
to succeed and prosper 
in life. In this context, he 
advised the young to learn 
the ‘value of sweating it 
out’ for sustenance and 
which according to him 
can as a result arrest im-
migration of all kinds to 
a great extent in the long 
run. 
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Shillong, April 16 (PTI): Admitting 
that “bank scams tarnish the im-
age” of the country, Vice President 
Venkaiah K Naidu today said the 
“leaders of Brand India should 
possess “uncompromising hon-
esty, integrity and ethical values”.

The absence of fear for law 
among some people has led to 
the increase of scams over the 
years, Naidu said while address-
ing students at the convocation 
ceremony of IIM-Shillong here.

“It is important to adhere to 
values of honesty, integrity, truth-
fulness and adopt the best prac-
tices.

Corporate ethics should not be 
violated,” he said, asking students 
to display moral standards to 
make India proud.

The Vice President also quoted 
the AsianDevelopment Bank pre-
dictions about India’s economic 
growth to say there will be oppor-
tunities galore for young people in 

the coming years.
He lauded the NDA govern-

ment’s new tax regime and said it 
“will propel India’s future growth”.

“The robust FDI flows attract-
ed by liberalized regulations and 
the government’s steps to improve 
the ease of doing business will 
further bolster growth.” 

Urging the management grad-
uates to shoulder responsibilities 
for transforming India into a glo-
bal economic power, Naidu said, 

the “quality of product, efficient 
service and ethical business prac-
tices” are hallmarks of a global 
brand.

Every decision taken by the 
students should bear a testimony 
to these qualities, he said.

“We need to overcome the 
challenges of poverty, illiteracy, 
social discrimination, atrocities 
against the weaker sections and 
women to build a prosperous, 
inclusive new India. We need to 
progress faster,” he asserted.

On the research front, the Vice 
President cited the 2018 National 
Institutional Ranking Framework, 
(NIRF) to highlight that India’s 
overall share in world publications 
is extremely low.

“Of the total 83,09,449 re-
search publications in 2016-17, 
only 3,36,978 are from India. In 
the management discipline, the 
share is just two per cent,” he 
said.

Earlier in the day, IIM-Shillong 
chairman Shishir Bajoria said the 
Board of Governors at the institute 
is expected to strike a deal soon 
with a top B-School in the US for 
the benefit of its students. 

The Centre has approved the 
insitute’s proposal to increase the 
sanctioned student strength from 
390 to 680 and the built-up area 
from 45,500 sqm to 55,717 sqm 
on its new campus at the New 
Shillong Township, Bajoria said, 
thanking the Union government 
for its support.

Agartala, April 16 (IANS): The CPI-M 
will raise post-poll political violence in 
Tripura at its party Congress beginning on 
Wednesday in Hyderabad, a party leader 
said on Monday.

“We will circulate a booklet detailing 
the violent incidents in Tripura after the 
BJP-led government came to power,” 
Communist Party of India-Marxist (CPI-
M) Central Committee member Bijan 
Dhar told the media.

Dhar, before leaving here for Hydera-
bad, said a team of six Left Front leaders 
met Chief Minister Biplab Kumar Deb on 
Saturday and apprised him about the po-
litical violence after the counting of votes 
of Assembly election on March 3.

“The Chief Minister assured us that 
he would take appropriate steps,” said 
Dhar, who is also the Tripura Left Front 
convener and state Secretary of the 
CPI-M.

He said Deb told him: “Some ‘ever-

green’ members and workers of other po-
litical parties, including the CPI-M, joined 
the BJP (Bharatiya Janata Party) and they 
are creating problems.”

Dhar said the Left Front leaders told 
the Chief Minister that 602 offices of the 
party and frontal organisations were at-
tacked, occupied or burnt down across 
Tripura since March 3 by workers of the 
BJP and its ally Indigenous People’s Front 
of Tripura (IPFT).

“Over 2,055 houses and shops of Left 
members and supporters were burnt 
down, ransacked and attacked by BJP-
IPFT workers. A large number of various 
assets including rubber gardens have 
been damaged or set on fire.”

The CPI-M leader said within 48 hours 
of the Left leaders meeting the Chief 
Minister, the BJP-IPFT workers attacked 
party offices at Mohanpur, Melaghar and 
Mandai and damaged furniture and other 
properties.

Imphal, April 16 (IANS): 
Manipur Chief Minister 
N. Biren Singh on Mon-
day announced that the 
Centre has sanctioned 
Rs 1,600 crore for the im-
provement of the National 
Highway (NH) 2 bordering 
Myanmar.

Singh said the im-
provement work will be-
gin before the onset of the 

monsoon season. 
The 110 km Imphal-

Moreh sector of the NH 
2 is the only stretch that 
connects Manipur’s bor-
der town with the rest of 
the country. 

The highway gained 
significance after trade be-
tween India and Myanmar 
was legalised in 1995. 

Of f ic ia ls  sa id  the 

mountainous NH2 has 
been damaged after tor-
rential rain and earth-
quakes. 

India has been under-
taking construction and 
improvement of roads 
and bridges in the bor-
der areas of Myanmar as 
a part of building infra-
structure under the Act 
East Policy.

Shillong, April 16 (PTI): 
The North East has the 
highest number of can-
cer cases in the country 
and Meghalaya ranks be-
low Mizoram, Arunachal 
Pradesh and Manipur in 
the region, the Meghalaya 
Assembly was informed 
today.

People are much aware 
of cancer now and are 
coming forward for detec-
tion, timely treatment and 
this has led to the increase 
in cancer cases being reg-
istered, Health Minister A 
L Hek said.

“According to the pop-
ulation based cancer reg-
istry, North East has the 

highest number of cancer 
cases and Meghalaya is 
in number 4 after Mizo-
ram, Arunachal Pradesh 
and Manipur,” Hek said 
while replying to a motion 
moved by Congress MLA 
Ampareen Lyngdoh.

Since 2012, 7207 can-
cer patients have regis-
tered with the cancer de-
partment of the Shillong 
Civil Hospital here, the 
minister said. He said a to-
tal of 1994 cancer patients 
have availed insurance 
cover worth over Rs 1.2 
crore under the Meghalaya 
Health Insurance scheme 
launched in three phases 
since 2012.

Agartala, April 16 (IANS): Maratho-
ner Samir Singh along with three 
others are on a tour to northeastern 
states of the country to spread the 
message of brotherhood, peace and 
unity, a BSF official said here on 
Monday.

“Singh along with a Kenyan na-
tional and two other Marathoners 

reached Tripura on April 14 and left 
for Mizoram on Monday en-route 
to other northeastern states,” the 
officer said.

The Marathon is sponsored 
under the aegis of “Bharat ke 
Veer” programme and was ear-
lier flagged-off by the BSF Director 
General K.K. Sharma from Wagha 

Border in Punjab on December 1 
last year.

The Marathoners in 134 days 
toured 13,400 km covering the states 
of Punjab, Delhi, Haryana, Rajas-
than, Gujarat, Maharashtra, Goa, 
Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, And-
hra Pradesh, Odisha, West Bengal 
and Assam.

Our Correspondent
Imphal, April 16 (EMN): A man 
from Khumbong Mamang 
Leikai in Imphal west district 
who left home 40 years ago was 
recently spotted in Mumbai 
and is likely to be brought back 
home during the week.

According to family sourc-
es, Khomdram Gambhir, a 
former rifleman in the Ma-
nipur Rifles and previously 

married but separated three 
months after he went miss-
ing, had left home without 
informing anyone sometime 
in the year 1978. Gambhir is 
third among six siblings, it was 
informed.

A year later his family had 
even gone to Mizoram but his 
whereabouts was not known 
until one day a person by the 
name Leichonbam Romen, a 

resident of Khumbong shared 
a video of Gambhir in a local 
WhatsAp group called “Khum-
bong E-pao” (Khumbong 
news) on Cheiraoba- Manipuri 
new year day which falls on 
April 14.

The video was shared by 
Romen’s engineer friend A 
Dinamani, who is presently 
an assistant professor at the 
Nerist in Itanagar after a street 

photographer Firoze report-
edly uploaded the video on 
YouTube in October 2017.

Gambhir’s family with help 
from the locality is trying to 
bring back their brother from 
Mumbai in a week’s time. Po-
lice sources in Imphal said 
Gambhir was safe in Mumbai 
police’s custody.

Now two police officers 
from Patsoi police station along 

with Kullachandra and another 
family member are planning to 
go to Mumbai on April 18.

Not only the family mem-
bers but locals and neighbours 
are joyful about the news of 
Gambhir’s whereabouts. 

K Momon (68) who is a 
neighbour of Gambhir ex-
pressed joy. “He must be 
around 66 years by now,” 
Momon said.

Shillong, April 16 (PTI): 
The Meghalaya govern-
ment is mulling introduc-
tion of high security bar-
codes and tamper proof 
holograms in challans is-
sued for transportation of 
coal to prevent revenue 
loss, Chief Minister Con-
rad K Sangma informed 
the Assembly today.

C o a l  m i n i n g  w a s 
banned by the National 
Green Tribunal (NGT) in 
2014, but there is huge 
quantity of extracted coal 

lying in different areas of 
the state and fake challans 
are being used by a section 
of traders, Sangma said.

The NGT al lowed 
transportation of coal af-
ter payment of royalty and 
obtaining a special permit 
- the Mineral Transport 
Challan (MTC) - as the 
NGT felt that these ex-
tracted stock of coal has 
the potential to degrade 
the environment, the chief 
minister said.

“The government is 

mulling to introduce en-
hanced security features 
such as barcode with 
hologram, tamper evident 
hologram” in MTCs for 
authentication, Sangma 
said replying to a call at-
tention motion moved 
by Opposition MLA H M 
Shangpliang.

A number of coun-
terfeit MTCs have been 
detected in checkgates 
in various districts such 
as North Garo Hills, West 
Khasi Hills and Ri Bhoi, he 

said adding that the secu-
rity features being thought 
of are difficult to forge.

In one instance, one 
person was found with 
100 fake MTCs at the Di-
visional Mining Office at 
Jowai in West Jaintia Hills 
district. 

The chief minister as-
sured the Assembly of 
taking exemplary action 
against the use of coun-
terfeit MTCs which re-
sults in revenue loss to 
the state.

Ne w  De l h i , Ap r i l  1 6 
(IANS): India on Mon-
day signed a $48 million 
loan agreement with the 
World Bank to strengthen 
community-led landscape 
management in Megha-
laya.

Meghalaya’s natural re-
sources such as land, wa-
ter and forests is a source 
of livelihood for a majority 
of the population in the 
state. 

An official statement 
said that the loan sanc-

tioned for the “Megha-
laya Community-Led 
Landscapes Manage-
ment Project” will help 
manage these deplet-
ing resources, in selected 
landscapes, by strength-
ening the communities 

and traditional institu-
tions. 

“Restoration of de-
graded and highly de-
graded landscapes under 
the project will increase 
water for local communi-
ties and improve the soil 

productivity which will in 
turn increase incomes and 
reduce poverty,” the state-
ment said.

The project consists 
of three components in-
cluding strengthening 
knowledge and capacity 

for natural resource man-
agement, community-
led landscape planning 
and implementation, and 
project management and 
governance. 

It is expected to be 
completed by June 2023.

Our Correspondent
Imphal, April 16 (EMN): The second 
‘state level angling competition’ 
for 2018 in Manipur which aims to 
about spread publicity for the con-
servation of rare and threatened fish 
of the state was conducted on April 
15 in Imphal.

The competition was conducted 
under aegis of the All Manipur An-
gling Association (Amaa) at Wabagai 
Tera Urak-pat, a wetland about 45 
km south of Imphal, under Kakch-
ing district.

Altogether 90 anglers across the 
state participated in the day-long 
competition. S Premjit of Thang-
meiband bagged the ‘first position 
excellence’ award along with a cash 
prize of INR 3000 and a standard 
angling rod. 

Kh Nikheel of Singjamei and N 
Tomba of Thongju were adjudged 
the second and third position win-
ners and given a cash prize of INR 
2000 and INR 1000 in that order; and 
a standard angling rods each.

 “The idea behind organising 
such a small scale of competition 
was organised to promote sports-
fishing and brotherhood,” said 
Keisham Jibonchandra, President 
of AMAA, when contacted through 
phone. “In fact we’ve a clear vision 
for our future but we couldn’t take 
up some of the important programs 
including awareness on sustainable 

fishing due to our limitations.”
Amaa, a registered body in Ma-

nipur, was established in 2013. 
It has around 140 members who 
work in diverse professions. They 
started to explore ways and means 
to promote fishing as a sports event 
apart from taking up conservation 
of indigenous fishes of the state. As 
part of their first venture, Amaa had 
organised its first state level angling 
competition at Lairen-pat, a wetland 
near Standard College Kongba, in 
Imphal East district in 2014.

 “Currently we contribute and 

take up the initiatives in a brother-
hood manner. Whenever we are to-
gether, we discuss and share our ideas 
to protect the habitats of some of the 
listed indigenous fish species through 
our experiences that we discover 
from our wetland and rivers,” Jibon-
chandra added. “We’ve even listed 
about 30 indigenous fishes includ-
ing Tharak, Khabak, Meitei Ngamu, 
Ngakijou, Sareng-khoibi etc.” 

Interestingly some anglers of 
Manipur had already won angling 
competition conducted in Nagaland 
during the recent past.

EM Images

Chief minister of Manipur, N Biren Singh, presiding over the first ever state cabinet meeting in Senapati district headquarters on April 16. 

EM Images

S Premjit winner of the second state level angling competition held in Manipur on April 16. 

The Vice President of India M Venkaiah Naidu presenting a medal to one of the students during the 9th convocation of the Indian Institute 
of Management in Shillong on April 16.

Brand India leaders should 
possess ethical values — Naidu 

CPI-M to discuss 
Tripura political violence

INR 1,600 cr. sanctioned for 
Manipur highway improvement

Meghalaya ranks 
4th in cancer cases in 
Northeast region 

Marathon for brotherhood, peace and unity — Tripura

Round the table

Missing Manipur man spotted in Mumbai after 40 years 

Security features for Meghalaya 
coal challans for validation 

World Bank to lend $48 mn for landscape management in M’laya

Anglers in Manipur fish to stir 
conservation message for rare fish 
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Gold crosses Rs 31k-mark, silver rallies

On the basis of Wholesale Price Index, inflation was 
2.48% in February and 5.11% in March last year.

WPI inflation eases to 2.47% in MarchRupee dives 29p to close at 6-mth low 
against USD on trade deficit woes

ing mood, traders said.
The twin shocks of 

country’s trade deficit 
hitting USD 13.69 billion 
and exports dipping af-
ter a gap of four months 
in March weighed on the 
rupee.

Capital outflows too 
added pressure even as 
importers rushed to cover 
their unhedged positions.

According to exchange 
data, foreign investors 
withdrew Rs 308.13 crore 
from capital markets to-
day.  On the global energy 
front, crude oil prices 
edged higher after last 
week’s bullish surge as the 
markets became more 
relaxed about Syria and 
eyed more production in-
creases in the US.

Brent crude, an inter-
national benchmark, was 
trading marginally higher 
at USD 71.82 a barrel in 
early Asian trade.

The RBI, meanwhile, 
fixed the reference rate for 
the dollar at 65.4476 and 
for the euro at 80.7362.

Meanwhile, domes-
tic stocks continued 
their winning run for the 
eighth straight session 
on the back of improving 

macroeconomic condi-
tions as well as optimism 
about upcoming corpo-
rate earnings season.

The dollar index, 
which measures the 
greenback’s value against 
a basket of six major cur-
rencies, was up 0.1 per 
cent at 89.850.

In the cross currency 
trade, the rupee contin-
ued its downtrend against 
the pound sterling and 
settled sharply lower 
at 93.68 from 92.97 last 
weekend.

The local unit also re-
treated against the euro 
to end at 81.00 from 80.31 
and also fell back against 
the Japanese yen to fin-
ish at 61.06 per yens from 
60.55. 

In the forward market 
today, premium for dollar 
edged lower due to mild 
receiving from exporters.

The benchmark six-
month forward premium 
payable in August eased 
to 94.50-96.50 from 95.50-
97.50 paise and the far-
forward February 2019 
contract also moved 
down to 215-217 paise 
from 216-50-218.50 paise 
previously.

New Delhi,  April 16 
(PTI): Inflation based on 
wholesale prices eased 
marginally to 2.47% in 
March on cheaper food 
articles, especially pulses 
and vegetables.

On the basis of Whole-
sale Price Index (WPI), 
inflation was 2.48% in 
February and 5.11% in 
March last year.

According to a gov-
ernment data released 
on April 16, 2018, food 
articles showed defla-
tion at 0.29% in March as 
against a 0.88% inflation 
in the preceding month.

Deflation in vegeta-
bles was 2.70%, pulses 
(20.58%) and wheat 
(1.19%) in March.

Inflation in ‘fuel and 

Mumbai, April 16 (PTI): Gold prices 
today reclaimed the Rs 31,000-mark by 
climbing Rs 275 per 10 grams to end at 
Rs 31,095 at the bullion market here to-
day following sustained demand from 
stockists and retailers amid ongoing 
festivities.

Silver also rose by Rs 305 per kg to 
Rs 38,785 on persistent offtake from in-

dustrial units.
Standard gold (99.5 per cent purity) 

climbed by Rs 275 to end at Rs 31,095 
per 10 grams from last Friday’s closing 
level of Rs 30,820.

Pure gold (99.9 per cent purity) also 
moved up by the similar amount to 
close at Rs 31,245 per 10 grams com-
pared to Rs 30,970 previously.

power’ basket however 
rose to 4.70% in March 
from 3.81% in the previ-
ous month.

The inflation data for 
January was revised up-
wards to 3.02% from the 
provisional estimate of 
2.84%.

Retail inflation, as per 
data released last week, 
slipped to a five-month 
low of 4.28% in March 
on account of decline in 
food prices.

In its first monetary 
policy review for the fis-
cal, the Reserve Bank of 
India earlier this month 
maintained status-quo 
on interest rate citing in-
flationary concerns.

It revised downwards 
forecast for retail infla-
tion to 4.7-5.1% for April-
September and 4.4% for 
October-March.

hit a fresh intra-day low of 
65.51 before concluding 
the day at 65.49, revealing 
a steep loss of 29 paise, or 
0.44 per cent.

This is the lowest clos-
ing since October 3, 2017, 
when it had settled at 
65.50 against the US dol-

lar.
The US Treasury De-

partment added India to 
its watch list of countries 
with potentially question-
able foreign exchange 
policies, joining China 
and four others which im-
pacted overall forex trad-

Mumbai, April 16 (PTI): 
The rupee today plunged 
by 29 paise or 0.44 per cent 
to close at a six-month 
low of 65.49 against the 
US currency on widen-
ing trade deficit concerns 
amid heightened geopo-
litical worries.

The Indian unit was 
the biggest loser among 
Asian currencies which 
suffered due to a strong 
US dollar after the strike 
on Syria by the US, the UK 
and France. 

Among Asian curren-
cies, Chinese yuan and 
Singapore dollar dropped 
0.1 per cent, the Philip-
pine peso and Malaysia’s 
ringgit declined up to 0.2 
per cent against the dollar 
following hopes that the 
strikes would not lead to a 
broader escalation in the 
conflict. 

The rupee resumed on 
a bearish note at 65.30 per 
dollar from previous close 
of 65.20 at the inter-bank 
foreign exchange (forex) 
market.

After trading in a nar-
row range during the early 
part of the day, the home 
currency drifted sharply 
in mid-afternoon deals to 

Govt plans to install 4,072 mobile towers in Naxal-hit areas

OPPO F7’s new colour variant in India

Sensex pares some losses to 
reclaim 34K; Nifty above 10,4001

New Delhi, April 16 (PTI): 
The government is plan-
ning to install over 4,000 
mobile towers in Naxal-
hit areas in 10 states to 
improve telecom network 
in such places, officials 
said.

The Telecom Com-
mission has approved 
the proposal to install the 
4,072 mobile towers in the 
10 states under the mobile 
tower phase-II scheme 
and a cabinet note is be-
ing circulated for it.

The approval of the 
Union cabinet is expected 
any time soon, a home 
ministry official said.

In the first phase, 
which was completed 

about two years ago, 
2,329 mobile towers were 
installed at a cost of Rs 
3,167 crore in Andhra 
Pradesh, Bihar, Chhattis-
garh, Jharkhand, Madhya 
Pradesh, Maharashtra, 
Odisha, Telangana, Uttar 
Pradesh and West Bengal.

The additional tow-
ers will strengthen the 
telecom network result-
ing in increased mobile 
penetration in Left Wing 
Extremism-affected and 
other areas facing security 
challenges.

The exact cost of the 
fresh endeavour is not im-
mediately known but the 
expenses are expected to 
be borne by the Universal 

Service Obligation Fund 
(USOF) of the Depart-
ment of Telecommunica-
tions.

The operational ex-
penses for running the 
towers will be part of the 
project cost, the official 
said.

Of the 4,072 mobile 
towers, 1,054 will be in-
stalled in Jharkhand, 
1,028 in Chhattisgarh, 483 
in Odisha, 429 in Andhra 
Pradesh, 412 in Bihar, 
207 in West Bengal, 179 
in Uttar Pradesh, 136 in 
Maharashtra, 118 in Tel-
angana and 26 in Madhya 
Pradesh.

The objective of 
the USOF is to provide 

New Delhi, April 16 (IANS): Chinese 
smartphone maker OPPO on Monday 
launched a diamond black colour vari-

ant of the F7 that comes with 6GB RAM 
and 128GB internal storage for Rs 26,990.

OPPO F7 is the company’s first de-
vice to feature FHD+ “Full Screen” dis-
play with AI beauty technology and 

25MP front camera. 
The device is equipped to perform 

faster and better with 6GB RAM and is 
an upgrade over the recent-
ly launched OPPO F7, the 
company said in a state-
ment. 

The sale of the smart-
phone begins from April 
21 on Flipkart, Amazon, 
PayTM and all OPPO retail 
stores across India.

The device features a 
25MP front camera with 
real-time High Dynamic 
Range (HDR) sensor and 
sports 6.23-inch FHD+ 
screen gives a much more 

colourful, vivid and immersive visual ex-
perience. 

The phone runs “Color OS” 5.0 and 
runs 80 per cent faster than its predeces-
sor F5, the company claimed.

Mumbai, April 16 (PTI): 
The BSE benchmark 
Sensex trimmed some 
early losses tracking cau-
tion in other Asian mar-
kets after a US-led strike 
on Syrian targets fuelled 
fresh geopolitical con-
cerns.

The 30-share index 
was trading lower by 77.41 
points, or 0.23 per cent, at 
34,115.24 at 1200 hrs, led 
by selling on IT, energy, 
consumer durables, tel-
ecom, auto, banking, oil & 
gas counters.

IT heavyweight In-
fosys fell over 3 per cent 
on lower-than-expected 
margin guidance for fiscal 
year 2018-19. The IT ma-
jor, however, met market 
expectations on financial 
numbers for the January-
March quarter (Q4) re-
sults on Friday.

Healthcare, FMCG 
and capital goods stocks 
saw buying interest.

The broader Nifty was 

trading above 10,400-level 
at 10,467.90, down 12.70 
points, or 0.12 per cent.

Major losers were Tata 
Motors DVR, Tata Motors, 
Infosys, Axis Bank, Tata 
Steel, ONGC and SBI.

Meanwhile, foreign 
portfolio investors (FPIs) 
sold shares worth Rs 
399.59 crore on net ba-
sis, while domestic insti-

tutional investors (DIIs) 
sold equities to the tune of 
Rs 306.05 crore last Friday, 
provisional data showed.

Most Asian markets 
were trading lower. 

US stocks fell last Fri-
day as weakness in shares 
of banks and finance 
firms added to the po-
litical and trade tensions 
weighing on the market.

widespread and non-
discriminatory access to 
quality Information and 
Communications Tech-
nology (ICT) services at 
affordable prices to peo-
ple in rural and remote 
areas.
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Quest for Gold
The Indian contingent at the just concluded Gold 

Coast Commonwealth Games bettered the 
country’s medal tally at Glasgow by clinching 

a total of 66 medals this time. Although it was just 2 
medals more than the previous event’s total, this time 
the country almost doubled the tally of the gold med-
als.  It secured a total of 26 gold medals while it was 
15 the last time. Although there is no single factor that 
can be attributed to the improvement in the perform-
ance by the athletes, the focus that the Central govern-
ment is giving to sports at the grassroots over the years 
cannot be ignored. The diversification to other sports 
activities other than just cricket and the few other tra-
ditional games might also one of the factors. Along 
with it, one important factor is the rise in avenues 
for professional sports rather than the services and 
department-centric amateur competitions that was 
common throughout India for many years.  Looking 
forward, the country promises a lot more professional 
sports persons with many more medals to come. 

Khelo India is one such programme under the 
Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports aimed at reviv-
ing the sports culture at the grassroots with 12 dis-
tinct verticals for development— play field develop-
ment; community coaching development; state-level 
Khelo India centres; annual sports competition; talent 
search and development; utilisation and creation/
upgrade of sports infrastructure; support to national/
regional/ state sports academies, physical fitness of 
school  children, sports for women, sports for people 
with disabilities, sports for peace and development; 
and promotion of rural and indigenous/tribal games. 

As for Nagaland, the best example to describe the 
sports scene at present is that when the Khelo India 
School Games was launched in January 2018, Naga-
land was busy with whether or not to conduct the 
Assembly Elections for the 13th Lok Sabha. Although 
the state chapter of the Khelo India school games was 
held in state capital Kohima in January 2017, there was 
no mention of Nagaland participating in the Nation-
al levels this year. However as the case always is, the 
probable intention of the Centre to build nearly 100 
football grounds was big news all over the Northeast. 
In the last 4-5 years it seems sports in Nagaland was 
relegated to the back bench by the government. It was 
especially conspicuous in the previous government. 
It seemed there was an unwritten understanding that 
any sports-related extravaganza was not required for 
the Naga youth. Details are slowly surfacing that indi-
cates that the sports were not given due importance 
by the previous government as even after the sanction, 
the Dr. T Ao academy never materialised. So whatever 
professionalism was achieved in the years before was 
again somewhat relegated to mere amateur sporting 
events. Some sporting events were more akin to celeb-
rity charity events that are conducted elsewhere. 

The present government led by the Advisor Youth 
Resource and Sports has an uphill task ahead to de-
velop sports as a profession in the state. At present 
Nagaland has neither head nor tail and all the money 
meant for sports is somewhat wasted because of lack 
of planning. As sports at the grassroots is taken care of 
by Khelo India, the state needs to leverage it to develop 
one professional sporting hub in the state. There are 
11 district headquarters but only one town or city has 
to be developed as the sports capital initially. This way 
the main hub becomes the ultimate destination for all 
talents from the remote areas. Unless such a roadmap 
is charted out it will be the same story all over again – a 
repeat of what has been witnessed for the last 54 years 
since statehood.

DAILY
PATH

A
s the parched Indian subcontinent eagerly 
awaits the monsoon, all indications are that it 
will be a normal monsoon, especially since no 
El Niño is in the offing for 2018. 

The long-term monsoon trend has been 
getting much attention recently. The seasonal total 
rainfall which has decreased by about 10% since 
the 1950s till the beginning of the 21stcentury, is 
reported to be ‘recovering’. This may sound like 
good news but the details may matter as to how the 
rainfall will be distributed in terms of frequency and 
intensity.Heatwaves, droughts and floods are serious 
socioeconomic hazards for India and a monsoon 
recovery will not necessarily mean a reduction in these 
hazards.

As the Sun crosses the equator into the Northern 
Hemisphere on March 20, Indian landmass begins to 
warm up. Due to its lower heat capacity compared to the 
ocean, it warms faster than the Indian Ocean and thus 
a northward increase in air temperature is set up which 
is critical for initiating the monsoon circulationand the 
supply of moisture from the ocean over to land.

The impact of increased greenhouse gases and 
atmospheric dust in addition to land use changes 
such those in forestation are the controlling factors 
that determine the rate of land warming.The relative 
warming of land versus the ocean determines whether 
the monsoon trends downward or upward in a warming 
world.

Roxy Mathew Koll of Indian Institute of Tropical 
Meteorology (IITM) Pune has led three studies that 
this writer was also part of. The first one reported the 
downward trend in the mean rainfall and showed 
that the ocean has been warming faster than land 
from 1950s onward and this hasflattened the ocean-
to-lad temperature increase, resulting ina weakening 
monsoon. This study did not focus on the causes 

for a slower land warming. Other researchers have 
argued that the increased air pollution has been 
blocking solar heating and slowing the warming 
of land. An IITBombay study led by SupanthaPaul 
showed that increased deforestation can explain the 
reduction in rainfall due to reduced evapotranspiration 
independently of any change in the ocean-to-land 
temperature gradient.

The second study led by Kollfocused on impact of 
the changes in Indian Ocean warming and monsoon 
circulation on marine primary production and fisheries. 
Near-surface warming in the ocean tends to inhibit 
mixing up of nutrients from below the surface by 
increasing vertical stratification and thus reduces 
primary production, which in turn, affects the entire 
marine food web including fisheries. The decrease in 
primary production over western Indian Ocean is about 
20% for six decades since 1950 but has accelerated to 
over 30% since 1985. Monsoon changes, thus, involve 
vegetation change over land as well as in the ocean.

In the third study, weshowed that there has been a 
threefold increase in widespread floods over a large swath 
of central India extending from Gujarat and Rajasthan to 
Odisha and Andhra Pradesh. The interesting fact here is 
that moisture for fueling such widespread floods is being 
supplied from the northern Arabian Sea which is also 
warming rapidly and monotonically. 

Just as the bad news seemed to be getting worse, a 
study from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) 
reported recently that the monsoon has, in fact, been 
recovering since 2002. The downward trend seems to 
have reversed due to a decrease in aerosols over India 
and return to faster land warming expected under global 
warming compared to the ocean. A second study by MIT 
researchers provides further evidence of the cessation of 
reduction in monsoon by showing that the increase in 
rainfall is seen as an increase in vegetation cover over the 
arid and semi-arid regions of northwest India. 

Monsoon recovery is obviously great news. However, 
many caveats mustbe offered. The first is that a decade 

does not make a trend. We need to watch cautiously 
for many more years to be certain that this is indeed a 
revival of the monsoon. Model projections for the future 
seem to indicate that the ocean warming will continue 
unabated. We are uncertain whether the reduction in 
aerosols and land warming aredriving the monsoon 
recovery or whether reforestation and increased 
vegetation cover are responsible for it.India has been 
aggressive about reforestation to keep pace with its 
commitment to the Paris Agreement with tall claims 
being made about increase in forest cover. But these 
are much more recent than 2002 when the monsoon 
recovery is argued to have started. 

Some monsoon modelling studies, such as one 
by Sabeerali and Ajayamohanof NYU-Abu Dhabi, 
have projected shorter monsoon season due to the 
warmingby 2100, mainly due to likely shifts in the onset 
and withdrawal. But such studies are based on models 
that do not capture historical monsoon features like 
decrease in monsoon since the 1950s and the recovery 
since 2002. They are also inconsistent with the ocean-
atmosphere dynamics. Models also do not accurately 
simulate the aerosol loading and thus the solar dimming 
by aerosols. 

The most important caveat is that even if the total 
rainfall recovers, there is no indication that heatwaves, 
droughts, extreme events and widespread floods are 
about to go away. Loss of life, crops and property 
will continue to be significant challenges in coming 
years and decades. Reforestation must continue to 
not only reduce aerosols and facilitate the monsoon 
recovery but also to enhance soil moisture persistence 
which increases drought resilience and recycled 
precipitation in addition to reducing the overall impact 
of urbanization which exacerbatesfloods.

The ocean warming and its impact on the monsoon 
and widespread floods are not entirely in our control 
but mitigative actions like reforestation certainly are. We 
must do everything within our means to hedge our bets 
against a return to a downward trend in the monsoon. 

T
he increasing polarisation 
among media in India -- and 
perhaps across the world -- has 
led to an unprecedented trust 
deficit in everyday news. What 

was once regarded as the fourth pillar 
of democracy today finds itself under 
the scrutiny of citizens as tainted news 
published with self-securing motives are 
an everyday occurence in our times.

The times we live in are extremely 
challenging for the media. How media 
outlets have been hand-in-glove with 
political leaders and parties is no secret 
today. A journalist now commands far 
less respect in society than was the case 
even a decade ago. All of this, along with 
a host of other compelling factors, have 
together led to a massive downslide in the 
media’s place in a liberal democracy. There 
is the suspicious eye of the audience, who, 
even while reading or watching what the 
media reports, refuses to believe. Media is 
no longer, for most audiences, the honest 
purveyor of news -- difficult to digest but 
apparently true.

The very purpose of media’s existence 
is in a crisis -- a crisis that could well result 
in social media taking on the “fourth pillar 
of democracy” tag. And this could happen 
far earlier than projected.

This may happen because of a variety 
of reasons, primarily because the attraction 
that the social media has for those who 
were earlier fed by the mainstream media 
and the increasing affordability of the 
internet for the less privileged.

From television channels to most 
leading dailies in India, the reportage on 
non-sensational news -- whether it is 
cultural or social and clubbed as “soft” 

news -- is fast diminishing. Pages that 
were earlier dedicated to theatre, music 
and books are being replaced with “hard” 
politics -- or simply negative and conflict-
bearing news -- that point to the grim 
picture of the times we are living in. There 
is no space to breathe for a particular 
section of readers that is intellectually 
inclined. Social media, thus, comes as a 
natural relief to such audience as just a 
couple of clicks in the keyboard will lead a 
visitor to the content that he wants.

Added to this is the challenge posed 
by the affordability of the internet in 
India. Telecom operators have already 
rolled out unlimited monthly internet 
plans that are, quite shockingly, even 
cheaper than a monthly subscription 
of most newspapers. At the same time, 
there is a significant rise of “social media 
influencers” across platforms on the 

internet. Celebrities of the internet in their 
own right, many social media influencers 
target niche audiences based on language, 
geographical location and even religion 
and caste, in many cases.

But the most significant factor leading 
to a slide in the traditional media’s position 
is a result of its own doing. In the race 
to make the utmost use (and monetary 
profit) of the internet, media outlets of our 
times have given it their entire content. The 
excitement to read the newspaper early in 
the morning, therefore, is gradually dying, 
because almost everything that appears in 
the newspaper is already trending on the 
social media in advance.

As is widely known, the internet-news 
concept in India has been plainly borrowed 
from the West, without an attempt made 
to either protect the sovereignty of print 
or to filter the content that goes online. 

Internet thrives on content -- and content 
of a certain kind that will appeal to the user 
instantly -- clickbaits. So even newspapers 
that would never publish a certain kind of 
article in their print editions actually end 
up having many of those kinds on their 
websites. What we miss here is the trust 
deficit that gradually builds in the reader 
for the entire brand of a given newspaper 
that publishes such content.

The circulation mafias and selective 
advertisements have made matters worse 
for the traditional media.

But the rapidly rising popularity of 
social media and its increasing user-base 
cannot alone replace media as the fourth 
pillar of democracy. After all, media is the 
trusted voice of the people and, as African-
American human rights activist Malcolm 
X said, media is “the most powerful entity 
on earth. They have the power to make 
the innocent guilty and to make the guilty 
innocent, and that’s power. Because they 
control the minds of the masses”.

Hasn’t social media too come to 
command a similar, if not more vicious 
and quicker, authority today?

Social media and the internet are still 
new phenomena in India, something 
that even today’s college-goers have seen 
evolving before their eyes. Traditional 
media, on the other hand, has been 
around for hundreds of years. It is high-
time that media entrepreneurs and voices 
from the fraternity re-evaluate traditional 
media’s interaction with social media.

If not, social media may well, if not 
already, replace the traditional media as 
the fourth estate -- and that is a fear more 
forbidding.

(Saket Suman is a Principal 
Correspondent at IANS. The views 
expressed are personal. He can be 

contacted at saket.s@ians.in )

A
ccording to the “OECD Health 
Statistics 2014: How Does India 
Compare” report, the overall 
health spending accounted for 
only four per cent of the GDP in 

India in 2012, out of which only 33 per cent 
of health spending was funded by public 
sources. Further, health accounted for only 
4.8 per cent of total government spending 
in 2012. India ranks extremely high even 
among other developing countries in out-
of-pocket costs on healthcare.

The “Global Adult Tobacco Survey 
2016-17” says that tobacco smoking is a 
major preventable risk factor for a number 
of causes of death. In India, 10.7 per 
cent adults smoked daily in 2010 and it 
remains so even in 2016. When measuring 
the exposure of second-hand smoke in 
households, women are at a higher risk 
(39.3 per cent) in comparison to men (38.1 
per cent) but unfortunately our policies 
remain passive on this issue.

With the dismal  condition of 
healthcare in India, the provisions for 
healthcare are even worse when it comes 
to women-specific diseases. Generally, 
women’s health receives attention only 
during pregnancy; this comes from our 
patriarchal understanding of women’s role 
in society.

Cardiovascular disease, stroke, kidney 
disease, respiratory diseases and trauma 
are major causes of death for women 
worldwide. The health profile of India 

by WHO reveals that women have a 
higher life expectancy in comparison to 
men, but this is marred by disorders like 
musculoskeletal diseases, depression, 
etc. Social structures and prejudices 
also create an environment in which 
women’s health and well-being are further 
compromised.

Due to a lack of disease-specific data 
on gender differences, there is a complete 
absence of evidence about preventive 
care for women, along with issues like 
increased consumption of tobacco, 
alcohol and drugs. Gender disparities 
have also crept into healthcare delivery 
and women’s access to treatment.

Traditionally, much of the work done 
by women is performed within the 
context of the family. As women move 
beyond their traditional occupations in 
today’s era, they meet new health hazards 
which add to the existing occupational 
hazards.

Globally, psychological violence 
at work, especially bullying, violence, 
mobbing and harassment (including 
sexual harassment) are reported to be 
major concerns for women. Many studies 
show that women are at particular risk 
of physical and psychological violence 
both in and outside the workplace. 
But this is rarely considered under the 
banner of occupational safety and 
health. Appropriate indicators must 
be  establ ished when examining 
compensation for work accidents and 
injuries in such cases.

As a result of the neglect of women’s 

occupational injuries, women are reported 
to be at much lower risk of occupational 
injuries and accidents. For instance, till 
recently, deteriorating respiratory health 
due to pollution from household cooking 
was not considered an occupational 
health issue. Whatever little data is 
available on women’s occupational health 
and safety issues is mostly aggregated and 
this ignores many important aspects of 
women’s health profiles.

A UN study of 31 countries shows 
women are working 10 to 30 per cent 
more hours than men and that two-thirds 
of women’s work is unpaid, unvalued 
and invisible. Yet our national health 

programmes fail to address health issues 
pertinent to women.

Low participation rate of women 
in the labour market is also attributed 
to uncertain occupational health and 
safety. Thus, there is a high urgency for a 
comprehensive plan for women’s health 
whether in the workplace, household, or 
other spheres.

(Moulshri Kanodia, German Chancellor 
Fellow at Alexander von Humboldt 

Stiftung (Foundation), & Researcher 
at Harriet Taylor Mill Institute, Berlin 

School of Economics and Law. The views 
expressed are personal)

Indian Monsoon Recovering After Decades of Decline

Will Social Media Replace Traditional Media as Democracy’s Fourth Pillar? 

Women’s Health in India Still Facing a Recognition Challenge 

Raghu Murtugudde | India Science Wire

Saket Suman | IANS

Moulshri Kanodia | IANS

We can experience God’s powerful presence 
even in the storms of our lives.

For as long as I can remember, I’ve wanted to be a 
mother. I dreamed about getting married, getting 
pregnant, and holding my baby in my arms for the 

first time. When I finally got married, my husband and I 
never even considered waiting to expand our family. But 
with each negative pregnancy test, we realized we were 
struggling with infertility. Months of doctors’ visits, tests, 
and tears followed. We were in the middle of a storm. In-
fertility was a bitter pill to swallow and left me wondering 
about God’s goodness and faithfulness.

When I reflect on our journey, I think about the story 
of the disciples caught in the storm on the sea in John 
6. As they struggled against the waves in the dark of the 
storm, Jesus unexpectedly came to them walking on the 
stormy waves. He calmed them with His presence, say-
ing, “It is I; don’t be afraid” (v. 20). 

Like the disciples, my husband and I had no idea what 
was coming in our storm; but we found comfort as we 
learned to know God more deeply as the One who is al-
ways faithful and true. Although we would not have the 
child we had dreamed of, we learned that in all our strug-
gles we can experience the power of His calming pres-
ence. Because He is there powerfully working in our lives, 
we need not be anxious.

BIBLE READ:   JOHN 6:16–21 
THOUGHT FOR TODAY:

But he said to them, “It is I; don’t be afraid.”
 John 6:20

Learning to Know God
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People display placards as they take part in ‘Not In My Name’ protest against the recent incidents of rapes, at Parliament Street in New Delhi 
on Sunday.

PTI

The film Wonder tells the story of a boy with severe facial defects. (IMDb/Lionsgate, Mandeville Films, Participant Media, Walden Media)
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ARIES (MAR 21 - APR 19): It’s likely that you’ll re-
ceive some unpleasant news today, Aries. Perhaps 
there are changes occurring at work that you read 
about in the morning newspaper. Or it could be that 

you get a phone call and receive some upsetting news about an 
old friend. You’ll need to take the information in stride and not 
let it ruin your day. With the intensity of the planetary energies 
at play, you’re at risk of overreacting.

TAURUS (APR 20 - MAY 20): This could be a day 
of technical glitches and malfunctions, Taurus. It’s 
frustrating, to be sure, but a little bit funny, too. Ev-
erything you touch, from computer to washing ma-

chine, seems to groan and shudder before finally breaking. Ap-
parently, today you have the opposite of the Midas touch. Don’t 
take it personally. Instead, use it as an excuse to do something 
out of the ordinary with your time.

GEMINI (MAY 21 - JUN 21): Today is filled with so-
cializing, with a strong emphasis on the exchange of 
information. If you’re attending a party this evening, 
Gemini, be receptive to anyone you meet. It’s likely 

that someone new will arrive who will have a significant im-
pact on your life. It might be that he or she tips you off about 
a professional opportunity at work. It’s even possible that this 
person will turn into a romantic interest. You never know!

CANCER (JUN 22 - JUL 22): You might want to 
make an extra effort to tidy up the house this morn-
ing, Cancer. It’s likely that you’ll have some un-
expected guests. Some neighbors could drop by 

unannounced, or an old friend could call from her car and say 
she’s on her way over. Take it all in stride. Even though you had 
a lot planned for the day, it will be much more enjoyable if you 
spend it socializing with friends.

LEO (JUL 23 - AUG 22): You’ll have to let go of your usual drill-
sergeant manner and simply let the day unfold as 
it will. Try as you might, even you won’t be able to 
direct events today, Leo. You could find your atten-
tion diverted from one project to another. It isn’t an 

unpleasant day but a disjointed one. Stay open to all possibili-
ties. You could be surprised by the way things turn out.

VIRGO (AUG 23 - SEP 22): You work hard to reach your goal 
of financial independence, Virgo. All signs indicate 
that you’re well on your way. Today you could re-
ceive some news that makes you realize you aren’t 
there yet. Perhaps a relative calls to say you’re no 

longer his/her sole beneficiary. Maybe your investment state-
ment shows a poor return. This isn’t what you expected, but 
you’re still on the right track. It just might take a bit longer to 
reach your destination.

LIBRA (SEP 23 - OCT 22): You’re bound to be busy 
but happy today, Libra. You’ll likely spend the morn-
ing doing chores and generally puttering around the 
house. Don’t be surprised if a friend drops by unex-

pectedly in the afternoon with some important news to share. 
Your evening could be occupied doing research at the library 
or on the computer. It seems your friend’s news piqued your 
curiosity about a particular subject.

SCORPIO (OCT 23 - NOV 21):  This could be a rather intense 
day for you, Scorpio. Your mind is filled with plots 
for novels you want to write and ideas for ways to 
streamline production at work. Don’t you have an 
“pause” switch? You’d benefit from taking some 

much-needed time off. You’ll find that you can quiet your mind 
simply by sipping some tea and being still for ten minutes. Call 
it meditation or a break, but allow yourself this small indulgence.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV 22 - DEC 21):  This is one day for you to 
be as flexible as possible, Sagittarius. It may be that 
you begin with a specific list of items that absolutely 
must be done, but get distracted by some news from 
a friend or co-worker. What had seemed so impor-

tant is no longer so, and your day shifts to accommodate this 
new piece of information. You’ll be rather surprised by but no 
less satisfied with how the day turns out.

CAPRICORN (DEC 22 - JAN 19): You can over-
come the intensity of today’s planetary energies 
by making a conscious effort stay positive, Capri-
corn. Distract yourself with necessary household 

chores and errands. Don’t forget to take some time out for 
fun, too. As you work around the house, stop to indulge your-
self every few hours. A cup of hot chocolate or a chat on the 
phone will add a welcome grace note to the day.

AQUARIUS (JAN 20 - FEB 18): Don’t take any 
information you receive today at face value, 
Aquarius. Technical glitches will likely plague you 
throughout the day. Your bank statement could 

be incomprehensible. Bills could show up with an extra zero 
tacked on. Don’t panic. Make some phone calls and get all the 
facts. Whatever you do, don’t let this ruin your day. Everything 
will get sorted out. Relax, put your feet up, and treat yourself 

to a cappuccino.

PISCES (FEB 19 - MAR 20):  Don’t take anything 
you read or hear today at face value, Pisces. It’s 
possible that you’ll receive some rather distressing 

news, but before you react in frustration, read the fine print. 
The news may not really be so bad. In fact, it may not even be 
true! Take a deep breath and heave a sigh of relief, then get 
back to your normal routine.

Today’s ASTRO-PREDICTION

Farah Naqvi - The Wire

India is outraged, just as it 
was after Nirbhaya’s death. 
Except, this time the enemy 
is different: Apart from the 
impunity of a depraved 
patriarchy, the sexual 
violence in Kathua was a 
tool to act out communal 
hate. We have no law that 
recognizes this.

Anthony Penington | The Conversation

Children With Facial Difference Have a Lot to Teach Us About Body Image

The Little Girl of Kathua

T
he recently released film Wonder is based on 
the true story of Auggie, a boy born with a severe 
facial deformity. The film picks up at the point 
where Auggie, having been home-schooled by 
his mother, attends a regular school for the first 

time and must negotiate the varied reactions – not just of 
his new peers, but of their parents and the other adults.

Auggie was born with Treacher Collins syndrome, a 
genetic disorder that affects the development of the skull, 
jaw and cheekbones and causes facial defects and hearing 
loss. People can be born with facial differences, or they can 
be acquired through trauma, burns or treatment of facial 
tumours.

Either way, these differences can have as big an impact 
on life as loss of a limb or a chronic illness. People often as-
sociate plastic surgery with enhancement of beauty, but a 
more common aim, especially for surgeons who work with 
children, is to restore facial appearance to the point where 
a normal life becomes possible.

Much more than just a loss of attractiveness, a facial 
defect affects every aspect of daily life, because faces are 
so important to us as social beings. And yet, despite sig-
nificant challenges, children with facial difference tend to 
score better on perceptions of body image than their “nor-
mal” counterparts.

By studying how people with facial difference over-
come their challenges, we may not only find ways to help 
other such children, but also learn how to help all young 
people be comfortable with how they look and who they 
are.

The wonder of faces
Try to draw someone’s face. Unless you’re a skilled artist, 
it’ll be difficult to produce an image that actually looks like 
that person.

This is because within the very narrow parameters of 
facial features (eyes, a nose, a mouth) faces are so differ-
ent we expect to be able to recognise a particular face in a 
crowd, possibly having seen it only once and from a differ-
ent angle. With more than 7 billion people in this world, it’s 
truly extraordinary that everyone’s face is unique.

Of course it’s not the face itself that’s extraordinary, but 
our ability to perceive it. We are programmed to effortless-
ly identify the most subtle differences between faces in a 
way we are not for other shapes or body parts.

I
n this most brutal death of an Indian child, let us 
finally openly acknowledge the unimaginable well-
spring of communal poison that the ruling party 
has let loose in this country. And the impunity its 
leadership has offered foot soldiers who dared to 

drape their depravity in the tricolour; dishonouring the 
gods who witnessed the rape of a little body in their tem-
ple.

Her face – one cannot forget it. Her large eyes stare at 
us when we close ours. We cannot sleep. But justice for 
her cannot lie in sanitising her death, or cleansing it of 
the hate it symbolises. That will not give us the redemp-
tion we seek. Nor help us recognise and stand up to battle 
this enemy that has struck us in the gut

We are all responding from our humane core, as we 
should. And as I write this, there is a protest planned in 
Delhi – ‘Join the Protest Against Rape’, one announce-
ment says, and adds – ‘No caste, No religion, No politics. 
Purely based on Humanity.’ I agree entirely. Systems of 
justice must not be communalised or politicised. But that 
does not mean we make invisible the reasons this child 
was targeted. For she was not just a child. She happened 
-– unknown even to herself, her father told a reporter – 
to be Muslim. And that, horribly and simply, is why she 
was tortured, mutilated and killed. This was not a crime 
of opportunity. These were men driven by hate towards 

a vulnerable minority, and emboldened by the environ-
ment of impunity all around us – both for sexual crimes 
and hate crimes against Muslims. So, they watched her, 
and followed her, and sought her out, and targeted her 
in an act of pre-meditated hate with a clear objective – to 
frighten Muslim families to the depths of their being; to 
scare them so much they would not dare return.

What we witness is not just a new low in the litany 
of sexual crimes in India, it is equally a continuation 
of the narrative of hate that dots this country today – 
Akhlaq, Pehlu, Junaid, Afzarul, and the pre-meditated 
‘riots’ all over Bihar. Even the black buck, we found, has 
its defenders, but for these citizens of India, targeted 
by lynchers, there were few. A horrible sensation of fear 
must live in these homes – to know that no one is with 
you.

But something has shifted, with this little girl of 
Kathua. Perhaps her young age, perhaps her unforgetta-
ble face, perhaps the sheer brutality of what they did to 
her, perhaps memories of the common enemy of sexual 
violence that we all stood up to a few short years ago – 
all this has made us stand up again. Except, this time the 
enemy is different. 

It is not just the impunity of a depraved patriarchy 
that rips apart women’s bodies for pleasure and sport. 
This time, sexual violence was not the end, but the 
means – to act out communal hate. Yes, it was pleasure 
and sport too, but of a piece with the rapes in Gujarat 
and Muzaffarnagar.

For sexual crimes in India, we have laws, however 
poorly implemented. For hate crimes, barring the SC/
ST Act, we have none. India remains the only liberal 
democracy in the world that refuses to recognise hate 
crimes against its minorities – sexual, linguistic, ethnic or 
religious. We cannot legislate against hatred in people’s 
hearts. But to act on that hate, by brutalising a little girl – 
that should be legally recognised and called out for what 
it is.

To acknowledge that is to recognise the real enemy. It 
is to embrace this child with love for who she was, in her 
entirety – a child, a citizen, an Indian, and a Muslim; and 
so, to accept the ‘meaning’ of what happened to her fully. 
Only then can we ease the agony we express today, only 
then will we be able to truly hold hands with her heart-
broken parents, and begin the long walk towards a healed 
India.

Farah Naqvi is an activist and writer who lives and 
works in Delhi.

This is one reason why, despite all the advances in plas-
tic surgery in the last century, from microsurgery to face 
transplantation, our surgical efforts to reconstruct faces 
still sometimes appear inadequate.

Our sensitivity to subtle differences in facial appear-
ance contributes to the challenges people like Auggie face 
each day. Faces are the primary means through which we 
navigate the many minor social exchanges of daily life.

Studies show that, in casual interactions, people tend 
to have certain responses to those with a facial difference, 
such as standing further away, or to the side. These chang-
es are subtle, but full of social meaning.

A more pervasive problem is unwanted attention in 
public spaces, from rude and intrusive comments to inva-
sive curiosity. In Wonder, when Auggie first walks across a 
busy schoolyard, conversation stops as faces turn to him. 
Psychologist Frances MacGregor has elegantly described 
this unique problem faced by people with a visible differ-
ence:

The ‘civil inattention’ that is normally conferred by 
strangers on one another and that makes it possible to 
move anonymously and unhindered in public spaces is a 
right and a privilege most longed for by facially disfigured 
people who […] are victims of intrusions and invasions of 
privacy, against which they have little or no protection.

Facial difference and body image
Given the challenges of looking different, and the im-

portant role of the face in identity, it might be expected 
adolescents with facial difference would score poorly on 
measures of body image and well-being.

However, research done in the UK has shown when 
a standard body image questionnaire was administered 
to adolescents with cleft lip and palate or a craniofacial 
condition like Auggie, those with facial difference actually 
scored, on average, better on some measures of body im-
age than their “normal” counterparts.

There may be several reasons for this. Studies consist-
ently find that the severity of a visible difference is a poor 
predictor of its psychological impact. Much more impor-
tant is the quality of a person’s social skills. People with fa-
cial difference often develop strategies for smoothing over 
social awkwardness, such as ways of introducing the issue 
into conversation early and quickly moving on, or using 
humour to deflect attention.

Better body image scores may reflect greater social 
maturity and a comfort in their own skin, which adoles-
cents who have not had to face such problems have not 
yet achieved.

On the flip side, children without a visible difference 
don’t score as well on body image measures as children 
who actually do. This and a wealth of other research indi-
cates that, in the age of social media, selfies and consumer 
culture, we’re facing a rise in body image dissatisfaction.

Australian teenagers consistently rate body image 
as one of their greatest concerns in life – above bullying, 
drugs and a range of problems that might be thought more 
important.

Body dissatisfaction is a key risk factor for eating dis-
orders, and a key symptom of a condition known as body 
dysmorphic disorder (BDD). People with BDD develop 
obsessive concerns with particular aspects of their ap-
pearance, including features others perceive as normal.

They often seek surgery to correct their perceived 
problems and, not surprisingly, are rarely satisfied with 
the outcome. They can undergo multiple cosmetic opera-

tions, often from a series of different surgeons, before their 
condition is recognised. Plastic surgeons have anecdo-
tally reported seeing increasing numbers of young people 
seeking cosmetic procedures.

An important and unanswered question concerning 
BDD is whether it’s an isolated condition or one extreme 
of a spectrum of behaviour. Body dissatisfaction in young 
people could have serious consequences for their mental 
and physical health.

Researchers will now focus on how children and ado-
lescents cope with facial and other differences, and how 
the knowledge gained can be applied to help others with 
a facial difference. This will inform ways to better educate 
young people to feel better about how they look.

Anthony Penington Professor of Paediatric Plastic and 
Maxillofacial Surgery, University of Melbourne
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All five accused in Mecca Masjid 
blast acquitted, judge quits

SC orders security for Kathua 
rape victim’s family, others 

Army man joins Hizbul Mujahideen: JK police officials 

Nitish, Sushil file nomination for Bihar council polls 

Army should be ready for internal, external challenges — Bhamre
All 13 candidates set 
to win unopposed 
in UP Legislative 
Council polls 

Modi govt. is ‘surveillance sarkar’; says Congress 

PM leaves for five-day visit to Sweden, UK 

Cauvery issue: Tamil outfit warns of intensifying protests 

PTI
Mecca Masjid blast accused Swami Aseemanand acquitted by a 
special NIA court in Hyderabad on Monday. 

PTI

Prime Minister Narendra Modi waves at media as he take on board 
in New Delhi on Monday for his Sweden and UK tour.

PTI

Janata Dal (United) candidate and Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar filing his nomination paper for Bihar 
Member of the Legislative Council (MLC) elections at Bihar Assembly in Patna on Monday.

Hyderabad, April  16 
(IANS): A decade after a 
bomb blast killed nine wor-
shippers at the historic 
Mecca Masjid here, a NIA 
court on Monday acquit-
ted all five Hindu activists 
accused. Within hours, the 
judge who ordered the ac-
quittals resigned, citing 
“personal reasons”.

While Congress and 
Majlis-e-Ittehadul Mus-
limeen (MIM) criticised the 
acquittals, Bharatiya Janata 
Party (BJP) said the verdict 
exposed the appeasement 
politics of Congress.

The National Investi-
gation Agency court held 
that none of the charges 
framed against the ac-
cused, including Swamy 
Aseemanand, had been 
proved, a lawyer for one of 
the accused told reporters 
outside the court complex.

Righwing Hindu ac-
tivists Nabakumar Sarkar 
alias Swamy Aseemanand, 
Devender Gupta, Lokesh 
Sharma, Bharat Mohan-
lal Rateshwar alias Bharat 
Bhai and Rajender Chow-
dhary, against whom the 
charges were framed, were 
all acquitted.Hours later, 
special NIA court judge K. 
Ravinder Reddy tendered 
his resignation, surprising 
legal and political circles. 
His letter was sent to the 
Chief Justice of the Hydera-
bad High Court.

There was no informa-
tion if his decision was 
linked to the verdict or 
some other issue.

Swamy Aseemanand, 
a resident of Gujarat and 
head of Vanvasi Kalyan 
Ashram, was earlier acquit-
ted in the Ajmer Dargah 
blast case and is currently 
on bail in Samjhauta Ex-
press blast case of 2014. 
Devendra Gupta is the 
RSS pracharak from Bihar 
while Lokesh Sharma is a 
RSS activist from Madhya 
Pradesh.

The powerful explosion 
also injured more than 50 
during the Friday prayers 
at the 17th century mosque 
near the iconic Charminar 

on May 18, 2007. Later, five 
more people were killed in 
subsequent police firing 
on the crowd outside the 
mosque.

There were a total of 10 
accused in the case and five 
of them were chargesheet-
ed by the NIA. One, Su-
nil Joshi, a RSS pracharak, 
was murdered during the 
course of investigation. 
Three accused, Sandeep V 
Dange and Ramchandra 
Kalsangra, both RSS activ-
ists, and Amit Chowhan, 
are absconding while Te-
jram Parmar is on bail.

A  t o t a l  o f  t h r e e 
chargesheets were filed 
by the Central Bureau of 
Investigation (CBI) and the 
NIA in the sensational case. 
Over 200 witnesses were 
examined and 400 docu-
ments were submitted to 
the court.

The city police, which 
initially took up investiga-
tions, blamed Bangaldeshi 
terror outfit Harkatul Jihad 
Islami and rounded up 
about 100 Muslim youth. 
All those arrested and 
jailed were acquitted in 
2008 and the subsequent 
investigations by the CBI 
in 2010 revealed that the 
blast was the handiwork 
of Hindu rightwing group 
Abhinav Bharat. The case 
was handed over to NIA on 
April 4, 2011.

A c c o rd i n g  t o  t h e 
chargesheet, the accused 
were “angered by terror-
ist attacks committed on 
Hindus and their temples” 
and conspired to “avenge” 
such acts with attacks on 
Muslim places of worship 
and places densely popu-
lated by Muslims.

The chargesheet also 
mentioned that Aseema-
nand made a confessional 
statement before a metro-
politan magistrate in Delhi. 
He had allegedly disclosed 
the conspiracy behind the 
bomb blasts in different 
places, including Mecca. 
Aseemanand allegedly re-
tracted the statement later.

Aseemanand was first 
arrested by CBI in 2010 but 

was granted conditional 
bail in 2017 in the case.

In a series of tweets, 
Owaisi said the NIA and 
Modi-led government did 
not even appeal against the 
bail given to the accused 
within 90 days.

The Hyderabad MP 
urged Telangana Chief 
Minister K. Chandrasekhar 
Rao to use his good offices 
to put pressure on the cen-
tral government to chal-
lenge the judgement in a 
higher court.

Defence lawyer and 
BJP’s member of Telangana 
legislative council N. Ram-
chandra Rao hailed the 
judgement. He said there 
was no evidence against 
the accused and alleged 
that the then UPA govern-
ment had implicated them 
in a false case to malign the 
Sangh Parivar.

Senior Congress leader 
Ghulam Nabi Azad said 
people were losing faith 
in NIA. He told television 
channels that accused in 
several cases were acquit-
ted since the BJP-led gov-
ernment was formed at the 
Centre four years ago.

The BJP said it had ex-
posed the Congress’ ap-
peasement politics and 
proved that there is “no 
such thing as saffron ter-
ror”. BJP spokesperson 
Sambit Patra accused the 
Congress of defaming Hin-
du religion by coining the 
term and demanded an 
apology from Congress 
President Rahul Gandhi.

Srinagar, April 16 (PTI): An army man who 
had gone missing from south Kashmir 
earlier this month has joined the Hizbul 
Mujahideen terror group, police officials 
said today.

Idrees Mir, who was posted in the 
Army’s Jammu and Kashmir Light Infantry 
(JAKLI) unit, joined the group yesterday, a 
police official said. 

The official said Mir had gone missing 
from Shopian. He joined the group along 
with two locals who had also been missing. 

The Army maintains that he is “miss-
ing” and has no confirmation about his 
joining the terror outfit.

According to the police, Mir was post-
ed to Jharkhand and was unhappy about 
the move.

Patna, April 16 (PTI): Bihar 
Chief Minister Nitish Ku-
mar, Deputy Chief Minister 
Sushil Kumar Modi, Health 
Minister Mangal Pandey 
and four others filed their 
nominations today for the 
biennial election to the 
state Legislative Council.

Today is the last date 
for nomination filing for 
the polls, scheduled to be 
held on April 26 for 11 seats 
to the state’s Upper House.

Senior Bihar Congress 
leader Prem Chandra 
Mishra was the first among 
the seven candidates of 
various political parties 
who filed their papers at 
the Assembly secretariat 
today.

Deputy CM and senior 
BJP leader Modi, health 
minister Pandey and San-
jay Paswan filed their nom-
inations as BJP candidates, 
Rai said, adding that the 
Congress’ Mishra also sub-
mitted his papers for the 
council polls.

Four RJD candidates -- 
former chief minister Rabri 
Devi, state party president 
Ramchandra Purbe, senior 
leaders Khurshid Mohsin 

Chennai, April 16 (PTI): After lead-
ing anti-IPL protests in the backdrop 
of the Cauvery issue last week, pro-
Tamil outfit Tamizhaga Vazhvurimai 
Katchi (TVK) today warned of inten-
sifying its agitation, including holding 
protests at the Marina here.

TVK chief T Velmurugan also 
warned of disrupting water supply 
to an aluminium company owned 
by Vedanta Resources as well to that 
of Southern Railway, as part of his 
outfit’s intensified protests urging 
the Centre to constitute the Cauvery 
Management Board (CMB).

Vedanta Resources also operates 
Sterlite Copper in Tuticorin district.

Locals have been demanding the 
closure of the smelter plant, citing 
health concerns.

Speaking to reporters here, Vel-
murugan said as part of the Cauvery 
protests, TVK has planned to hold 
agitations at Marina beach, provided 
it was permitted by the court and the 
police.

Following massive pro-Jallikattu 
protests at Marina last year which 
ended on a violent note, police have 
banned any kind of protests or dem-
onstrations.

The Madras High Court is pres-
ently looking into a petition filed by 

farmers’ leader P Ayyakannu seeking 
direction to the city police to permit 
him to stage a hunger strike for 90 
days at Marina, demanding constitu-
tion of CMB.

Velmurugan said, “If permission 
is provided by the court and police, 
we will stage protest (on CMB) with-
out disturbing the public.”

His party could move the court on 
the matter, he said.

However, in the event of his party 
not getting a permission, he warned 
of staging another protest, elsewhere 
in Salem district.

He claimed that water was sup-
plied from the Mettur reservoir to 
Vedanta Resources company Malco, 
and threatened to disrupt its supply 
to the aluminium plant if the CMB 
was not immediately constituted.

TVK leader further alleged that 
underground water was being drawn 
from the Palar river to be supplied for 
Railways and threatened to disrupt its 
supply over CMB.

Earlier, TVK was among the pro-
Tamil outfits that had wanted the IPL 
fixtures to be transferred out of this 
city in in view of the raging Cauvery 
protests.

Velmurugan had earlier said that 
his party would let loose snakes, 

which are not poisonous, into the MA 
Chidambaram stadium if another IPL 
match was held at the venue here.

“If the IPL match is held on April 
20 in Chennai as per schedule, I 
will hold the snake protest. I will let 
snakes into the stadium. There is no 
change in it,” he had said last week.

His party workers had also pick-
eted the MA Chidambaram Stadium 
hours before the first IPL tie here on 
April 10 between CSK and KKR, even 
as protests were held later that day by 
other outfits also.

Following the February 16 Su-
preme Court verdict, Tamil Nadu has 
been insisting that the court’s order 
to the Centre to formulate a “scheme” 
referred to the setting up of the CMB 
and the Cauvery Water Regulatory 
Committee (CWRC).

The Tamil Nadu government has 
recently moved the top court, seeking 
contempt action against the Centre 
for its “failure” to frame the scheme 
for the constitution of the CMB and 
the CWRC within six weeks from 
February 16.]

The court had, last week, asked 
the Centre to frame a draft Cauvery 
management scheme and file it by 
May 3 for the implementation of its 
order on water distribution.

New Delhi, April  16 
(IANS): The Supreme 
Court on Monday or-
dered adequate security 
for the Kathua rape vic-
tim’s family, their lawyer 
Deepika Singh Rajawat 
and others and sought 
the Jammu and Kashmir 
government’s response 
to a plea for the transfer 
of the trial of the case to 
Chandigarh.

A bench of Chief Jus-
tice Dipak Misra, Justice A. 
Khanwilkar and Justice D.Y. 
Chandrachud directed the 
state to provide adequate 
security also to Rajawat’s 
family as well as Talib Hus-
sain -- a member of the 
Bakerwal community who 
is helping the victim’s fam-
ily.

As an interim measure, 
the court directed that 
Jammu and Kashmir gov-
ernment “shall keep the 
security, as provided to 
the family members of 
the victim, in continuity; 
provide security to Ms. 
Deepika Singh Rajawat 
and her family members; 
and that protection shall 
be provided to Mr. Talib 
Hussain, who is assisting 

the victim’s family in pros-
ecution of the grievance by 
remaining present in the 
Court or engaging counsel 
to assist the public pros-
ecutor”.

The court said that the 
security so provided would 
be in plainclothes.

The court order came 
on the eight-year-old girl’s 
father’s plea who sought 
transfer of the trial in the 
case from Kathua in Jam-
mu and Kashmir to Chan-
digarh and protection to 
the family in the face of 
threats.

Rajawat alleged that 
she was labelled ‘anti-
Hindu’ and was facing 
a social boycott for tak-
ing up the case of the 
child rape victim, who 
was kidnapped in Janu-
ary from Rasana village in 
Hiranagar tehsil of Kathua 
and was later found mur-
dered.

Senior counsel Indira 
Jaising, representing the 
girl’s father, expressed sat-
isfaction over the investiga-
tion and told the apex court 
that they wanted the trans-
fer of the trial to ensure that 
it was fair.

She told the court that 
a charge-sheet has been 
filed and there was a pos-
sibility of a supplementary 
charge-sheet also being 
filed.

Jaising told the court 
that a fair trial is an insepa-
rable facet of Article 21 of 
the Constitution, and there 
is an apprehension in the 
mind of the petitioner, the 
biological father of the vic-
tim, that there would be no 
fair trial as there have been 
protests by the members 
of the Bar.

The senior counsels 
also flagged the issue of 
witness protection.

The apex court directed 
the next hearing on April 
27.

All eight accused in the 
Kathua rape-murder case 
were presented on Monday 
before Kathua Chief Judi-
cial Magistrate A.S. Langeh 
amid tight security as the 
trial began.

The eight include Sanji 
Ram, a former revenue 
official and the alleged 
mastermind of the hei-
nous crime.

The trial court will hear 
the matter on April 28.

and Santosh Manjhi (son of 
former CM Jitan Ram Man-
jhi) -- have already filed 
their papers on April 13.

A total of 11 candidates 
have filed papers for 11 
seats, which will fall vacant 
next month as the terms 
of the sitting members 
will expire. JD(U) national 
president Kumar, Rabri 
Devi, Modi and Pandey are 

among those whose term 
will expire on May 6.

If no other candidate, 
apart from those who have 
already filed their papers, 
enters the fray, the results 
for all the 11 seats could 
be declared after 3 pm on 
April 19, he added.

Kumar and Modi will 
enter the state Legislative 
council for the third con-

secutive term, while for 
Rabri Devi, it will be the 
second term in continuity.

For winning a council 
seat, a candidate needs 21 
votes. Of the major parties, 
while the RJD has 81 mem-
bers in the Bihar Assembly, 
the JD(U) has 70 (exclud-
ing Speaker Vijay Kumar 
Chaudhary), the BJP 53 
and the Congress 27.

New Delhi, April 16 (PTI): 
The Congress today at-
tacked the Modi govern-
ment over its proposal to 
install a chip in television 
set-top boxes to ascertain 
viewership data, dub-
bing the move a serious 
breach of privacy and 
the “next stage of surveil-
lance”.

Congress communica-
tions in-charge Randeep 
Surjewala alleged that In-
formation and Broadcast-
ing Minister Smriti Irani 
wanted to now know what 
shows people watch within 
the four walls of their bed-
rooms.

In a Twitter post, Sur-
jewala referred to the Modi 
government as “surveil-
lance sarkar” which had 
shattered to pieces the 
right to privacy.

“BREAKING! The Next 
Stage of Surveillance by BJP 
Revealed! 

“In a serious breach of 
privacy, Smriti Iraniji wants 
to know what show you 
watch on your TV, with-
in the four walls of your 
bedroom, without your 
permission! Why?  The In-
formation and Broadcast-
ing Ministry has proposed 
installing a chip in new 
television set-top boxes 

which will provide data 
about channels watched 
and for how long. 

A senior official of the 
ministry said the move is 
aimed at getting “more au-
thentic” viewership figures 
for every channel.

“This would help ad-
vertisers and the DAVP to 
spend their advertising 
expenditure wisely. Only 
those channels which are 
widely watched will get 
promoted,” the official 
added.

The Directorate of Ad-
vertising and Visual Pub-
licity (DAVP) is the nodal 
agency of the government 

for advertising by various 
ministries and its organi-
sations. 

The Information and 
Broadcasting Ministry told 
the Telecom Regulatory 
Authority of India (TRAI), 
“It is also proposed to ask 
DTH operators to install 
a chip in the new set-top 
boxes which can give data 
about channels watched 
and their duration.” 

 The proposal was part 
of the ministry’s response 
to a number of recom-
mendations made by the 
TRAI on issues related to 
new direct-to-home li-
censes.

New Delhi, April 16 (IANS): The In-
dian Army should be ready to handle 
security challenges arising from both 
within and outside the country, Min-
ister of State for Defence Subhash 
Bhamre said on Monday.

He was addressing senior army 
officials at the first day of the biannual 
Army Commanders’ Conference, an 
official statement said.

“He (Bhamre) stressed upon the 
need for being prepared for highly 
dynamic internal and external secu-
rity challenges,” Indian Army spokes-
man, Col. Aman Anand said in the 
statement.

The minister complimented the 
Indian Army for its contributions 
in countering myriad security chal-
lenges and for continuous train-
ing activities undertaken including 
various joint trainings and exercises 
with friendly foreign countries, thus, 

paving the way for the nation’s devel-
opment.

“Bhamre emphasised that the 
government was fully seized of the 
requirements of the Indian Army 
regarding capability development, 
force modernisation and above all, 
infrastructural development,” said 
the statement.

He reiterated the need to opti-
mise the fiscal resources through 
synergised capacity building within 
the three services through en-
hanced indigenisation and self 
reliance.

Army chief, Gen. Bipin Rawat, 
too, emphasised on the need to work 
in a collaborative manner for retain-
ing and enhancing current levels of 
combat effectiveness.

He stressed upon the need to 
lay down priorities to ensure that 
the allocated resources are utilized 

optimally and force modernization 
carried out unabated.

During the conference, senior 
commanders will deliberate on the 
management of existing security dy-
namics, mitigation of future security 
threats and enhancement of combat 
edge over potential adversaries. 

Issues like infrastructure de-
velopment for capacity enhance-
ment along the northern borders, 
review of strategic railway lines and 
optimization of limited budget to 
ensure making-up of critical defi-
ciency in ammunition will also be 
discussed.

Other points of discussion will 
include issues related to Border Road 
Organization projects, Ex-Service-
men Contributory Health Scheme 
and also matters relevant to opera-
tions, administration and welfare of 
troops.

Lucknow, April 16 (PTI): 
All 13 candidates for as 
many vacant seats in the 
Uttar Pradesh Legislative 
Council are likely to get 
elected unopposed as no 
extra candidate entered 
the fray at the end of filing 
of nominations today, an 
official said.

Unlike the recent 
Rajya Sabha polls in the 
state, which saw cross-
voting, the UP Council 
polls will not witness any 
such scenario as there was 
virtually no possibility 
of polling scheduled for 
April 26.

“As many as 13 can-
didates have filed their 
nomination papers for 13 
seats,” returning officer 
Ashok Kumar Chaubey 
said.

While 12 candidates 
their nomination papers 
today, one person had 
done so on April 12, he 
said.

The scrutiny of nomi-
nation papers will be taken 
up tomorrow, and if all the 
documents are found valid, 
all the 13 candidates will 
be declared elected unop-
posed. 

However, an official 
declaration in this regard 
might not be done till the 
last date of withdrawal, 
which is April 19, officials 
said.

New Delhi, April 16 (PTI): 
Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi today left for a five-
day visit to Sweden and the 
UK, where he will attend 
the Commonwealth Heads 
of Government Meeting 
(CHOGM).

Ahead of his visit, Modi 
said he was looking for-
ward to deepening bilateral 
engagement with both the 
countries in a number of 
areas including trade, in-
vestment and clean energy.

In the first leg of his vis-
it, Modi will reach Sweden’s 
capital Stockholm where 
he will hold extensive talks 
with Prime Minister Stefan 
Lofven, besides attending a 
India-Nordic Summit.

“India and Sweden 
share warm and friendly 
ties. Our partnership is 
based on democratic val-
ues and commitment to an 
open, inclusive and rule-
based global order. Sweden 
is a valuable partner in our 
development initiatives,” 
Modi had said in a depar-
ture statement last night.

The two Prime Minis-
ters will hold bilateral talks 
on Tuesday.

Modi said he and 
Lofven would also interact 
with top business leaders 
of both the countries and 
chart out a future roadmap 
of cooperation in sectors 
such as trade and invest-
ment, science and tech-
nology, clean energy and 
smart cities.

The Prime Minister 
said he would also call on 
King of Sweden Carl XVI 
Gustaf.

India and Sweden will 
also jointly organise the 
India-Nordic Summit in 
Stockholm tomorrow. The 
summit is scheduled to be 
attended by the Prime Min-
isters of Finland, Norway, 
Denmark and Iceland.

From Sweden, Modi 
will later tomorrow travel 
to the UK where he will also 
attend the CHOGM, be-
sides holding bilateral talks 
with his British counterpart 
Theresa May. 

“My visit to London 
presents another opportu-
nity for both countries to 
infuse fresh momentum to 
this growing bilateral en-
gagement. I will be focus-
ing on enhancing India-UK 
partnership in the areas 
of healthcare, innovation, 
digitisation, electric mobil-
ity, clean energy, and cyber 
security,” the prime minis-
ter said.

Modi would also call on 

the Queen, interact briefly 
with CEOs of the two na-
tions who are working on 
a new agenda of economic 
partnership, launch an 
Ayurveda Centre of Ex-
cellence in London, and 
welcome the UK into the 
International Solar Alli-
ance, as its newest mem-
ber.

On April 19 and 20, 
Modi will participate in the 
Commonwealth Heads 
of Government Meeting 
being hosted by the UK 
which will take over as the 
new Chair-in-Office of 
the Commonwealth from 
Malta.

The External Affairs 
Ministry had on Saturday 
said Modi would also meet 
German Chancellor Angela 
Merkel during a brief stop-
over in Berlin on April 20 
after concluding his visits 
to Sweden and the United 
Kingdom.



Dhaka, April 16 (PTI/AP): Bang-
ladesh today rejected a claim 
by Myanmar that the Buddhist-
majority nation had repatriated 
the first five among some 700,000 
Rohingya Muslim refugees who 
fled to the neighbouring country 
to escape military-led violence 
against the minority group.

A Myanmar government state-
ment said on Saturday that five 
members of a family had returned 
to western Rakhine state from the 
border area. It said the family was 
staying temporarily with relatives 
in Maungdaw town, the adminis-
trative centre close to the border.

The statement said authorities 
determined whether they had 
lived in Myanmar and provided 
them with a national verification 
card. The card is a form of ID, but 
does not mean citizenship - some-
thing Rohingya have been denied 
in Myanmar, where they’ve faced 
persecution for decades.

The statement did not say 
whether any more repatriations 
were being planned. Bangladesh 
has given Myanmar a list of more 

than 8,000 refugees to begin the 
repatriations, but there have been 
delays due to a complicated verifi-
cation process.

Bangladesh’s Home Minister, 
Asaduzzaman Khan, today said 
Myanmar’s claim that the family 
had been “repatriated” was false, 
noting that the family had never 
reached Bangladeshi territory.

Khan said Myanmar’s move 
was “nothing but a farce.” “I hope 
Myanmar will take all the Ro-
hingya families back within the 
shortest possible time,” he said.

Bangladesh’s refugee, relief 
and repatriation commissioner, 
Abul Kalam, said the Rohingya 
family involved had never crossed 
the border.

“By no definition can this be 
called repatriation. No repatria-
tion has taken place,” he said by 
phone from Cox’s Bazar. “Bang-
ladesh is no way part of it.” Cox’s 
Bazar is a district in Bangladesh 
where camps have been set up to 
shelter the Rohingya.

Asif Munier, an independent 
refugee expert who had handled 

the Rohingya crisis in Bangladesh 
for years as part of the United Na-
tions, said Myanmar’s claim was a 
public relations stunt.

“They are doing it again and 
again,” he said. “Bangladesh’s 
government and the international 
community must ask Myanmar 
for an explanation for this move. 
While there is a bilateral process 
going on and international agen-
cies are involved, such a move by 
Myanmar is again very unfortu-
nate and unexpected.” 

Myanmar’s security forces 
have been accused of rape, kill-
ing, torture and the burning of 
the homes of Rohingya villagers 
after insurgents attacked about 
30 police outposts on August 25. 

The United Nations and the 
United States have described 
the army crackdown as “ethnic 
cleansing.” About 700,000 Ro-
hingya Muslims flooded into 
neighbouring Bangladesh to es-
cape the violence.

Bangladesh and Myanmar 
agreed in December to begin 
repatriating them in January, but 

there were concerns among aid 
workers and Rohingya that they 
would be forced to return and face 
unsafe conditions in Myanmar.

On Friday, the UN refugee 
agency and Bangladesh finalised 
a memorandum of understanding 
that said the repatriation process 
must be “safe, voluntary and dig-
nified ... in line with international 
standards.” 

UNHCR said it “considers that 
conditions in Myanmar are not 
yet conducive for returns to be 
safe, dignified, and sustainable. 
The responsibility for creating 
such conditions remains with the 
Myanmar authorities, and these 
must go beyond the preparation 
of physical infrastructure to facili-
tate logistical arrangements.” 

Rohingya Muslims have long 
been treated as outsiders in My-
anmar, even though their fami-
lies have lived in the country for 
generations. Nearly all have been 
denied citizenship since 1982, 
effectively rendering them state-
less. They are denied freedom of 
movement and other basic rights.

Washington, April 16 
(IANS): Barbara Bush, the 
92-year-old former first 
lady of the US, is in fail-
ing health and will not 
seek further medical care 
beyond “comfort care” at 
home, a family spokesman 
said.

The wife of former 
President George H.W. 
Bush has been suffering 
from a chronic pulmo-
nary obstruction that has 
affected her cardiac ca-
pacity.

After several recent 
hospitalizations,  the 
former first lady has de-
cided to focus on “comfort 
care” instead of additional 
treatment, the family’s 
statement said on Sunday. 

“It will not surprise 
those who know her that 
Barbara Bush has been 
a rock in the face of her 
failing health, worrying 
not for herself - thanks to 
her abiding faith -- but for 
others,” according to the 
statement cited by the US 
media. 

“She is surrounded by 
a family she adores, and 
appreciates the many kind 

messages and especially 
the prayers she is receiv-
ing,” it said.

Barbara Bush is being 
cared for at her home in 
Houston and her husband, 
daughter Doro along with 
sons Marvin and Neil are 
with her. Her other sons, 
former President George 
W. Bush and former Gov-
ernor Jeb Bush, have been 
in and out visiting her the 
past week.

US President Don-
ald Trump did not send 
wishes to the ailing former 
first lady, but Vice Presi-
dent Mike Pence and his 
wife Karen said “they were 
praying for Barbara Bush 
and the entire Bush fam-
ily”.

Barbara Bush is the 
only woman to have seen 
both her husband and son 
sworn in as US President. 
She is not, however, the 
only woman to have been 
both wife and mother of 
Presidents.

Abigail Adams was 
married to the second US 
President, John Adams, 
and was the mother of the 
sixth, John Quincy Adams.

Rabat, April 16 (IANS/MAP): Morocco has 
deplored the deterioration of the situation in 
the Middle East, including last week’s military 
escalation in Syria, and has said that “military 
options” will not only make quest for political 
solutions difficult but will deepen civilian suf-
fering and “heighten anti-West sentiment”.

Morocco, which has always respected 
international law, can only condemn the use 
of chemical weapons, particularly against in-
nocent civilian populations, an official source 
told the official MAP news agency, adding 
that “past experiences have taught us that 
military options, including air strikes -- no 
matter how justified or proportionate they 
can be -- only make it more difficult to find 
a political solution, deepen the suffering of 
civilian victims and heighten their anti-West 
sentiment”.

The timing chosen for this escalation, on 
the eve of important Arab events, and the ab-
sence of the usual appropriate consultations, 
may raise questions, misunderstanding and 
indignation, the source said.

Similarly, the different standards adopted 
in the management of international conflicts, 
in some cases resorting quickly to military op-
tions and, in other cases, imposing interna-
tional legality, would only fuel international 
tensions.

The Kingdom of Morocco considers that 
the solution to the Syrian crisis can only be 
political and hopes that reason will prevail 
with a view to finding a solution to the crisis 
that preserves the national unity of this coun-
try and the dignity of these populations and 
secures an effective fight against intolerance, 
extremism and terrorism, the source, familiar 
with the thinking of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, said.

Washington, April 16 
(IANS): Former US Vice 
President Joe Biden has 
said that he was not ruling 
out a White House run in 
2020, saying all options 
remain open, the media 
reported.

“I’m really hoping that 
some other folks step up. I 
think we have some really 

good people,” Biden said 
of the potential other 2020 
Democratic hopefuls in an 
interview on Sunday.

Biden, also a two-time 
presidential aspirant (1988 
and 2008), said he needed 
to know that whoever car-
ries the Democratic Party’s 
nomination is someone 
who can beat President 

Donald Trump, reports 
Politico news.

Asked if he really con-
sidered running in 2020, 
Biden said former Presi-
dent Barack Obama gave 
some good advice.

“I know Barack always 
asked me that question. 
And he said what’s going 
to make the decision. 

Tokyo, April 16 (IANS): 
Japanese Prime Minis-
ter Shinzo Abe is likely 
to resign in June over 
two cronyism scandals 
that sent his approval 
ratings to an all-time 
low and risk damag-
ing his partys fortunes 
in the 2019 elections, 
former leader Junichiro 
Koizumi told a weekly 
magazine.

Koizumi, who was 
Prime Minister from 
2001-06,  told Aera 
magazine published on 
Monday that Abe has 
found himself in a “dan-
gerous” situation over 
the scandals. “Won’t Abe 
resign around the time 
the parliamentary ses-
sion ends (on June 20)?”

The Prime Minister’s 
popularity hit a record 
low of 26.7 per cent in 
a survey conducted by 
Nippon TV, while ac-
cording to Asahi’s sur-
vey it fell by 31 per cent, 
the lowest in more than 
five years of Abe’s term, 
much lower than April 
2013, when his rating 
peaked at 65.7 per cent.

H i s  p o p u l a r i t y 
plunged more than 10 
points, after his Finance 
Minister had admitted 
in March that his min-
istry had faked docu-
ments related to the sale 
of state-owned land at 
around one-tenth of 
its price to a private 
educational institution, 
with alleged links to the 
Prime Minister and his 
wife, Akie Abe.

Abe had appeared 
b e f o re  Pa r l i a m e n t 
where he denied his and 
his wife’s involvement in 
the scandal and said he 
would resign if he or his 
wife were shown to have 
intervened in the sale of 
the land.

The new ratings 
came after nearly 50,000 
people demonstrated 
over the weekend in To-
kyo against Abe’s gov-
ernment and demand-
ed his resignation.

Koizumi said Abe 
could harm his Liber-
al Democratic Party’s 
chances in next sum-
mer’s  upper house 
elections if he manages 
to cling on to the LDP 
presidency in a lead-
ership election due in 
September.

Abe is also alleged to 
have used his influence 
to help a friend secure 
permission to open a 
veterinary school -- 
claims he rejected. Last 
week, however, an offi-
cial document emerged 
describing the veteri-
nary school as “an issue 
that involves the Prime 
Minister”.

Washington, April 16 (PTI): Don-
ald Trump is “morally unfit” to be 
president, former FBI chief James 
Comey asserted today as he 
claimed “it’s possible” that Russia 
may have some information on 
him that Moscow could use to 
compromise him. 

Comey, 57, who was uncer-
emoniously fired by the US presi-
dent in May last year, in a wide-
ranging interview to ABC News 
warned that “The foundation of 
this country is in jeopardy when 
we stop measuring our leaders 
against that central value of the 
truth.” 

He also cautioned that if 
Trump ever tries to sack special 
counsel Robert Mueller, then it 
would be his “most serious attack 
yet on the rule of law” and caus-
ing “tremendous damage” to the 
country’s institutions.

Mueller is investigating al-
leged Russian interference in 
the 2016 US election and any 
potential ties between Trump 
campaign and Russia. Trump has 
repeatedly called the investiga-
tion a witch hunt and denied any 
collusion.

Comey led the federal probe 
into Russian interference in the 

2016 election before he was fired 
by Trump.

He called for a national mo-
ment of reflection, in which eve-
rybody, regardless of partisan 
views, to evaluate the President 
and to consider whether he 
presents a threat to America itself.

The former Federal Bureau 
of Investigation director’s blunt 
comments came as the lawyer 
kicked off a high-profile tour to 
promote the release of his new 
book, “A Higher Loyalty.” 

Asked if he thinks the Presi-
dent has been compromised 
by the Russians, Comey said, “I 
think it’s possible, I don’t know,” 
Comey said. 

“I wish I wasn’t saying it, but 
it’s the truth. It always struck me, 
and still strikes me, as unlikely, 
and I would have been able to say 
with high confidence about any 
other president I dealt with, but I 
can’t, it’s possible,” he said.

Comey expanded on that 
statement in an interview USA 
Today published today.

“There’s a non-zero possibil-
ity that the Russians have some, 
some sway over him that is root-
ed in his personal experience, 
and I don’t know whether that’s 

the business about the activity in 
a Moscow hotel room or finances 
or something else,” Comey said.

Trump, 71, has said the” badly 
reviewed book” raises “big ques-
tions”. He also suggested Comey 
should be imprisoned, and in 
recent days began referring to 
him as a “slime ball”.

In the ABC News interview, 
Comey offered a scathing judg-
ment about whether Trump is 
qualified to serve as president, 
saying that he believes Trump 
is “morally unfit” to serve in the 
nation’s highest office.

Comey also said, “I don’t buy 
this stuff about him being men-
tally incompetent or early stages 
of dementia.” 

“I don’t think he’s medically 
unfit to be president. I think he’s 
morally unfit to be president.

“Our president must embody 
respect and adhere to the values 
that are at the core of this country. 
The most important being truth. 
This president is not able to do 
that,” Comey said.

The former FBI director went 
on to say that a person “who 
talks about and treats women 
like they’re pieces of meat, who 
lies, constantly, about matters 

big and small, and insists that the 
American people believe it -- that 
person is not fit to be president 
of the United States on moral 
grounds.” 

Comey said he knew the in-
vestigation into former Secretary 
of State Hillary Clinton’s use of a 
private email server was going 
to present a “no-win situation” 
for him.

“One half of the partisan di-
vide is gonna be angry at us no 
matter what we do,” he said. 

The email saga became a ma-
jor part of the 2016 presidential 
campaign, as Clinton was the 
Democratic candidate against 
Trump, a Republican.

During the interview, Comey 
repeated his assertion that Trump 
told him that he expected loyalty 
and pressured him to drop an 
investigation into Michael Flynn, 
the former national security 
adviser.

Flynn has since pleaded 
guilty to lying to the FBI and is 
now cooperating with the special 
counsel.

When asked “was President 
Trump obstructing justice?” 
Comey responded, “Possibly. It’s 
certainly some evidence of ob-

struction of justice.” 
Trump has denied asking 

Comey to stop investigating 
Flynn and insisted he never asked 
for loyalty.

When Comey testified before 
the Senate Intelligence Commit-
tee last year, he said that he did 
not know if Trump obstructed 
justice, adding, “that’s Bob Muel-
ler’s job to sort that out.” 

In his book, Comey deferred 
to the Mueller investigation on 
the question of obstruction.

“I presume that Bob Mueller’s 
team is investigating ... whether 
or not urging me to back the 
FBI off our investigation of his 
national security adviser and in 
firing me, President Trump was 
attempting to obstruct justice, 
which is a federal crime,” Comey 
writes. “It’s certainly possible.” 

After the interview aired, 
Trump’s party - via the Re-
publican National Committee 
- released a statement saying 
Comey’s publicity tour for his 
new book showed “his true high-
er loyalty is to himself”. 

Comey served as the seventh 
director of the FBI from Septem-
ber 4, 2013, until he was fired on 
May 9, 2017.
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News IN BrIef
Iraq executes 11 convicted of 
‘terrorism’ — ministry
Baghdad, April 16 (PTI/AFP): Iraq has executed 
13 people including 11 convicted on charges relating 
to “terrorism”, the justice ministry said today. They 
included individuals responsible for car bombings, 
“killings of security forces personnel” and kidnappings, 
it said in a statement, but did not specify dates, locations 
or other details on the attacks.

18 killed in Ghana road accident
Accra, April 16 (IANS): Eighteen people have been 
killed and at least 70 others injured when a passenger 
bus collided with two other vehicles in Ghana, police 
said. The bus was trying to overtake other vehicles at the 
time of the crash on Sunday, said Mohammed Tanko, 
assistant superintendent of Northern Regional Police, 
Xinhua news agency reported. The crash occurred near 
Tamale, capital of the Northern Region.

15 IS fighters join Taliban in 
Afghanistan
Shiberghan, April 16 (IANS): A 15-member group of  
the Islamic State (IS) terror outfit has joined the Taliban 
in Afghanistan’s Darzab district, police said on Monday. 
“The 15 fighters who operated as the Ghazanfar group 
deserted IS ranks and joined the Taliban on Friday,” 
Xinhua news agency quoted a police official as saying. 
Many members of  the IS in Afghanistan are former 
Taliban fighters, according to the official.

Suu Kyi to visit Vietnam
Nay Pyi Taw, April 16 (IANS): Myanmar State 
Counselor Aung San Suu Kyi will pay an official visit 
to Vietnam this week, an official statement said on 
Monday. Suu Kyi last visited Vietnam in November 
2017 when she attended the Asia-Pacific Ecomomic 
Cooperation (APEC) summit, reports Xinhua news 
agency. Myanmar established diplomatic relations 
with Vietnam in 1975. Last August, a Comprehensive 
Cooperative Partnership was established between the 
two countries during a state visit by Nguyen Phu Trong, 
general secretary of the Communist Party of Vietnam, 
to Myanmar. Meanwhile, bilateral trade between the 
two countries hit $592 million, with $103 million export 
values while its import value took $489 million as of  
January in current 2017-2018 fiscal year, according to 
the Commerce Ministry. 

39 killed in accidents during Sri 
Lankan New Year
Colombo, April 16 (IANS): Thirty-nine people were 
killed in accidents across Sri Lanka during the New Year 
period which began on April 12 and ended on Monday, 
police said. The accidents were mainly due to drunken 
driving and speeding, police spokesperson S.P. Ruwan 
Gunasekara told Xinhua news agency. Over 515 drivers 
were also arrested for drunken driving from various 
districts during the period. Security had been tightened 
across the country since April 12 to nab drunk and 
speeding drivers.

Seven inmates dead, 17 injured in 
South Carolina prison fighting
Columbia, April 16 (PTI/AP): Seven inmates have 
been killed and at least 17 others seriously injured 
amid fighting between prisoners inside a maximum 
security prison in South Carolina. Prisons spokesman 
Jeff  Taillon announced the grim outcome after State 
Law Enforcement Division agents helped secure Lee 
Correctional Institution around 3 AM today. Taillon 
said no officers were wounded after multiple inmate 
fights broke out at 7:15 PM Sunday. He said 17 of the 
injured required medical attention outside the prison. 
The South Carolina Department of Corrections tweeted 
that it involved multiple inmate-on-inmate altercations in 
three housing units. 

Abbasi witnesses military exercises 
in Saudi Arabia
Islamabad, April 16 (IANS): Pakistan Prime Minister 
Shahid Khaqan Abbasi on Monday witnessed the 
concluding ceremony of the joint tri-services military 
exercise “Gulf  Shield-1” held along the East Coast 
of  Saudi Arabia, his office in Islamabad said. The 
month-long exercise was joined by troops from over 
20 countries and was aimed at strengthening “military 
and security cooperation and coordination” among 
the regional countries, Xinhua news agency reported. 
Abbasi attended the exercises on the special invitation 
of Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud. Troops 
of the Pakistan Army, Pakistan Air Force C-130 aircraft, 
JF-17 Thunder Fighter jets, Pakistan Navy ships and 
commandos from the Special Services Group also 
participated in the exercise. 

Two killed in small plane collision 
in Germany
Frankfurt, April 16 (IANS): At least persons have been 
killed after two small aircraft collided near Schwabisch 
Hall town in Germany’s Baden-Wurttemberg state , 
police said. According to police, the incident on Sunday 
occurred as a sports plane and an ultralight aircraft “were 
approaching”, Xinhua news agency reported.  The 
ultralight aircraft was burned out. Investigators assumed 
that the dead were the two pilots. The rescuers had not 
penetrated to the crashed sports aircraft, because of a 
danger from the ejection seats, said a police spokesman. 
The crash site was cordoned off. A police helicopter was 
on site and experts from the Federal Aircraft Accident 
Investigation Bureau were called in.

Pakistan court bans airing 
‘contemptuous’ speeches by 
Nawaz, Maryam
Islamabad, April 16 (IANS): The Lahore High Court 
ordered on Monday a temporary ban on the airing of  
“contemptuous” speeches about the country’s judiciary 
by former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, his daughter 
Maryam Nawaz and other PML-N leaders. Giving 
the decision on over two dozen petitions filed against 
“anti-judiciary” speeches by Sharif, Maryam Nawaz, 
Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi and other 
party leaders, the court ordered the Pakistan Electronic 
Media Regulatory Authority (PEMRA) to decide on 
the petitions in 15 days. Until then, the court asked 
PEMRA to refrain from airing any such remarks, Geo 
News reported.

AP/PTI

FILE - In a Thursday, Aug. 22, 2013, file photo, former first lady Barbara 
Bush listens to a patient’s question during a visit to the Barbara Bush 
Children’s Hospital at Maine Medical Center in Portland, Maine. 

Bangladesh rejects Myanmar’s 
claim of repatriating rohingya

Abe likely to 
resign in June 
— Former 
Japanese PM

Barbara Bush in failing health, 
won’t seek further treatment 

Air strikes on Syria will heighten 
anti-West sentiment — Morocco

Joe Biden not ruling out 2020 run

The Hague, April 16 (PTI/AFP): Mos-
cow vowed today to not interfere in 
the work of a fact-finding mission 
sent to Syria by the global chemical 
arms watchdog to probe an alleged 
poison gas attack in Douma.

“Russia confirms its commit-
ment to ensure safe (sic) and security 
of the mission and will not interfere 
in its work,” the Russian embassy in 
The Hague said in a tweet.

It also slammed the United 
States, saying the weekend strikes 
by the US, France and Britain on 
three facilities in Syria were a bid “to 
undermine the credibility” of the 
mission.

Russia made its comments as 
the OPWC opened emergency talks 
behind closed doors today to dis-
cuss the April 7 alleged attack in 
Douma where 40 people were said 
to have been killed. The OPCW has 
192 members, and today’s govern-
ing executive council meeting of 41 
states was called by its chairman, 
Bangladeshi ambassador Sheikh 
Mohammed Belal, “to discuss the 
alleged use of chemical weapons” 
in Syria.

Moscow vows ‘not to 
interfere’ in OPCW’s 
work in Syria

Trump ‘morally unfit’ to be president — Ex-FBI chief Comey
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Steven Spielberg 
becomes first 
director to 
make $10 bn 
at the box 
office

Award-winning Italian 
director Vittorio Taviani dead

Ao dialect music album launched in Kohima

Joe Lynn Turner hospitalised 
with “heart issue”

Animal faeces 
found in counterfeit 
makeup

‘Game of Thrones’ to receive special BAFTA award

Bieber saves woman from attacker at Coachella party
Singer Justin Bieber rescued a fellow party guest at actor Patrick Schwarzeneg-
ger’s Coachella party during a fight. According to the guests, Bieber grabbed a 
drugged-up man and held him up against a wall after spotting him grabbing a 
woman by the throat, reports tmz.com. The “Baby” singer was at the party with 
a friend on April 14 when the unnamed attacked, who appeared to be on drugs, 
attacked a woman.  Bieber and his friend stepped in and tried to convince the 
man to stop. But when he didn’t, the singer hit the man in the face and pushed 
him against a wall. Security then forced the guy out of the party. He was later 
arrested, according to outlet, for causing a scene outside the bash as he started 
chasing an SUV he believed was Bieber’s. (IANS)

2 pm, 8 pm: October (Hindi)

11 am, 5 pm: Baaghi 2 (Hindi)

HILL STAR 
Movie Schedule

TickeT raTes
Silver Rs. 80, Gold Rs. 150

Platinum Rs. 320

T
he award-winning movie-mak-
er - who has helmed hits such 
as ‘Jaws’, ‘Indiana Jones and the 
Raiders of the Lost Ark’ and ‘E.T. 
the Extra-Terrestrial’ - has won 

the race to the landmark figure.
By contrast, his closest rivals - Peter 

Jackson, Michael Bay and James Cameron 
- are all currently around the $6 billion 
figure.

Box Office Mojo reports that Spiel-
berg’s latest effort, ‘Ready Player One’ - 
which stars Olivia Cooke and Tye Sheridan 
- has taken the director across the mon-
etary threshold.

So far, the movie had made $114 mil-
lion, thereby making it the 17th most suc-
cessful of Spielberg’s legendary career.

Despite the remarkable success he’s 
enjoyed over the years, Spielberg previ-
ously admitted that he never reflects on 
his past achievements.

The 71-year-old director explained 

that although he’s 
proud of what he’s 
accomplished during his 
time in Hollywood, he’s 
always thinking about his 
next project.

He shared: “I don’t look 
back. I make movies and I work a 
lot and I look forward all the time. 
I don’t often look back.”

Spielberg also revealed that the 
success of ‘Jaws’ marked a major turn-
ing point in his career, as it gave him a 
freedom to make the films he felt pas-
sionate about.

He said: “The experience gave me 
complete freedom for the rest of my 
career.

“The amount of success the 
film enjoyed just gave me final 
cut, gave me the chance to tell 
my own stories.”

Femalefirst.co.uk

A
ward-winning Italian direc-
tor Vittorio Taviani is dead. 
He was 88.

His daughter Giovanna 
said he died here after pro-

longed illness, reported variety.com. 
Vittorio was the older of the prolific 

Taviani brothers who emerged in the 
1970s as the respected filmmaking duo 
whose works blended neo-realism with 
more modern storytelling in works 
such as “Padre Padrone”, which won 
the 1977 Cannes Palme d’Or, World 
War II drama “The Night of the Shoot-
ing Stars” and “Kaos”, which is based 
on Italian dramatist and writer Luigi 
Pirandello.

Born in the Tuscan town of San 
Miniato, Vittorio and Paolo Taviani 
soon moved to nearby Pisa where as 
high-school students they became 
aspiring directors. 

Years later, when they went to 
Cannes with “Padre Padrone”, they 
thought that they had started making 
movies thanks to director Roberto Ros-

sellini and that he was awarding them 
the Palme d’Or was for them “like the 
closure of a splendid luminous circle.”

More recently the Taviani brothers 
won the Berlin Golden Bear, in 2012, 
with “Caesar Must Die”, which is about 
high-security inmates acting Shake-
speare, followed by “Wondrous Boccac-
cio”, an adaptation of “The Decameron” 
and “Una Questione Privata” in 2017, 
based on a novella by Italian author 
Beppe Fenoglio. Italian president Sergio 
Mattarella in a statement said the coun-
try is in mourning and called Vittorio 
Taviani “a beloved protagonist of Italian 
cinema and culture”.

Venice Film Festival chief Alberto 
Barbara mourned the death of Milos 
Forman as well as Vittorio.

“We owe them a great deal of our 
cinematic formation... And will re-
member them always with gratitude,” 
tweeted Barbara. The Tavianis received 
a Golden Lion for lifetime achievement 
from Venice in 1986.

IANS

M
usic 
audio 
album 
‘NI RITE-
PER’, 

meaning  ‘I am in a hurry 
or restless’ in Ao dialect 
by Lima Longkumer was 
launched on April 14, at 
SCERT, SIEMAT Hall in 
Kohima. 

Pastor Kohima Ao 
Baptist Arogo (KABA), 
Sentsashi chaired the 
function and delivered 
the welcome address. He 
said that everyone has 
their own story and each 
story has an art that has 
a story. 

An update from the 
DIPR issued on April 16 

mentioned that the artist 
while briefing about his 
songs said that his songs 
convey a message where 
in the present world 
everyone value more of 
the material aspect and 
spend most of their time 
and energy to amass 
wealth rather than cater 
to the needs of the spir-
itual well-being .

Also there is lack of 
dignity of labour which 
has led to corruption 
and depend entirely on 
nonlocal for our liveli-
hood, the artist stated 
through the release.

“May the mountain 
yield prosperity for all 
because the leaders does 

what is right, help them 
to defend the poor to 
rescue the children of 
the needy and to crush 
the oppressors”, was the 
basic themes where he 
got the inspiration to 
write the song and con-
vey the message of love 
and oneness to fellow 
beings, he further stated.

Lima had also earlier 
released an English al-
bum in 1995 and during 
the 80’s and 90’s he had 
performed in All India 
Radio and Doordarshan 
Kendra, Kohima. 

Pastor KABA, Sen-
tisashi released and 
dedicated the album. 

EMN

F
ormer Rainbow and Deep 
Purple vocalist Joe Lynn 
Turner has been taken to hos-
pital in Belarus with a “heart 
issue”.

The news was first reported on RIA.
ru, with the website saying that Turner 
had suffered a “myocardial infarction” 
– more commonly known as a heart 
attack – and was in a stable condition.

Vocalist Graham Bonnet later 
posted a picture of himself with Turner 
on Facebook with the caption: “My 
friend Joe was hospitalised in Minsk 
with a heart issue last night and myself, 
Beth-Ami and the rest of the Graham 
Bonnet Band wish him a complete and 
speedy recovery. We love you, Joe.”

There’s been no word yet from 
Turner’s camp, with the singer due to 
go out on tour from April 25 when he’s 
scheduled to play Gothenburg’s Sticky 
Fingers.

Last year Turner, who was with 
Rainbow between 1980 and 1984, 
criticised Ritchie Blackmore’s decision 

to reactivate the band with a new-look 
lineup, calling the move “not so much 
disappointing as it was shocking.”

He added: “Why would anyone 
of Blackmore’s iconic nature want to 
come out and not be as good as he can 
be?”

Loudersound.com

P
olice in the US 
have found animal 
waste in counter-
feit makeup -- the 
market for which 

in India stands at a whop-
ping over Rs 40,000 crore.

The brands being 
knocked off included Kylie 
Jenner’s Kylie Cosmetics, 
CNN reported.  The Los 
Angeles Police Department 
has said it has confiscated 
bootleg cosmetics that tested 
positive for high levels of 
bacteria and animal waste.

Counterfeit makeup 
worth $700,000 was sized on 
Thursday after raiding 21 lo-
cations in the fashion district 
of Santee Alley, said LAPD 
Captain Marc Reina.

The feces somehow get 
mixed into the product they 
are manufacturing in their 
garage or in their bathroom, 
Detective Rick Ishitani told 
CNN affiliate KABC. Jenner’s 
sister, Kim Kardashian West, 
took to Twitter to respond to 
the raid: “Counterfeit Kylie 
lip kits seized in LAPD raid 
test positive for feces. So 
Gross! Never buy counterfeit 
products!” 

IANS

“G
ame 
of 

Thrones” will be given 
the BAFTA Special Award 
at this years British 
Academy Television Craft 
Awards.

Actors Hannah Mur-
ray and John Bradley 
from the hit series will 
receive the award on be-
half of the team, reports 
variety.com. 

The accolade is recog-
nition of the boundaries 
that have been pushed 
across all areas of produc-
tion in the making of the 
fantasy epic. Filming is 
underway on the eighth 
and final six-episode sea-
son of “Game of Thrones”, 
which will air in 2019. 

The award also rec-
ognises the support that 
“Game of Thrones” has 
provided for high-end TV 

production in the British, 
according to BAFTA of-
ficials.

The show has filmed 
across various locations 
in Northern Ireland and 
set up a production 
headquarters at Titanic 
Studios in Belfast, the 
Northern Irish capital, 
which has been a base for 

the series since the pilot.
D.B. Weiss and David 

Benioff, executive pro-
ducers, jointly said in a 
statement: “Many, many 
people work insanely 
hard to create any film 
or television show. They 
are creators every bit as 
much as actors, writers, 
producers or directors, 

and deserve to be recog-
nized as such.”

“The craft behind 
what is one of the most 
popular dramas of our 
time is nothing short 
of incredible, from the 
breathtaking location 
shots to the intricately 
designed costumes 
and set pieces, and not 

forgetting the level of 
detail from the make-up 
and prosthetics team, 
to name a few,” added 
Krishnendu Majumdar, 
chair of BAFTA’s televi-
sion committee.

The BAFTA Craft 
Awards will take place 
here on April 22.

IANS
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Mary Kom was one of three Indian boxing gold-medallists at the Commonwealth Games.

Paris Saint-Germain’s Edinson Cavani celebrates scoring their second goal with team mates.

Fireworks light up at Carrara Stadium during the closing ceremony of the 2018 Commonwealth Games.
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Canberra, April 16 (IANS): 
The organizers of the 2018 
Gold Coast Common-
wealth Games have apolo-
gised for Sunday’s closing 
ceremony on Sunday night 
which has been roundly 
criticised for not including 
athletes.

Athletes, including 
the competing countries’ 
respective flag-bearers, 
marched on to the arena 
before the ceremony com-
menced, meaning the au-
dience at Carrara stadium 
could see them, but the TV 
audience couldn’t. Many 
athletes were seen leaving 
the stadium while the clos-
ing speeches were still in 
progress, reports Xinhua 
news agency.

The ceremony was 
even criticised by Austral-
ian broadcasters, Channel 
Seven, with former CWG 
bronze Medallist Johanna 
Griggs saying during the 
live coverage she was “furi-
ous” with the decision.

“ T h e y ’re  a c t u a l l y 
wrecking a tradition that 
is so important and part 
of the Commonwealth 
Games,” Griggs said, live on 
air. “Unfortunately tonight, 
the organizing commit-
tee, together with the host 
broadcasters, just didn’t get 
it right.”

C o m m o n w e a l t h 
Games Chairman Peter 
Beattie acknowledged on 
Monday that organisers 
made a mistake featuring 
athletes in the pre-show 
instead of the television 

CWG organisers apologise for 
‘shameful’ closing ceremony

Once on the ropes, Indian boxing comes out swingingSerie A leaders Juventus take 
6-point lead; Roma vs Lazio goalless

European failure prevails as PSG clinch seventh title

 MIRROR CROSSWORD 1791SUD0KU 1631
Every Sudoku has a unique solution that can be 
reached logically. Enter numbers into the blank 
spaces so that each row, column and 3x3 box 
contains the numbers 1 to 9.

 ACROSS
 1. Month
 4. Adolph Simon __, New York
     Times
 8. Calendar month
 12. A corporation’s first offer to sell 

stock to the public
 13. Muslimism
 14. For indicating speed of rotation
 15. Feigning
 17. __ Von Bismarck, Iron Chancellor
 18. French seaport
 19. Lucid
 21. Frosts
 23. Greek island in the Cyclades
 26. Thailand
 29. The shore of a lake
 31. Not or
 32. Mammal genus
 33. Bill
 34. Reformer
 36. Pot
 37. Undersides
 38. Human body
 40. Rumanian city
 42. Shawl
  46. This (Spanish)
 48. The English language as used in 

the US
 50. Mesotron
 51. Not one
 52. Self
 53. Stab or pierce with a horn or 

tusk
 54. Sheeps
 55. Wet with rain
 
 DOWN
 1. Record
 2. Capacity unit
 3. Char
 4. Of light filaments
 5. Defined
 6. Capacity unit
 7. In a way, drops down

 8. Repents
 9. Determine time
 10. A way to recreate 
 11. Letter of the alphabet
 16. A way to wound
 20. Research labs
 22. Trade
 24. Lyric poems
 25. The compass point that 

is one point south of 
southeast

 26. Pouches
 27. Japanese waist pouch
 28. Flatterer
 30. Combustible 
 32. Chadic language
 35. Calm
 36. Dress

 39. Ponds
 41. A citizen of Denmark
 43. In a way, nailed
 44. Especially one side of 

a leaf
 45. Enough (archaic)
 46. Electrocardiogram
 47. __ Paulo, city
 49. Pout

SOLUTIONS TO SUD0KU 1630

SOLUTIONS TO CROSSWORD 1790

coverage.
“If the athletes didn’t 

come into the stadium un-
til the broadcast time they 
would have been stuck 
in a field or a paddock 
somewhere,” Beattie told 
the Australian Broadcast-
ing Corporation (ABC) on 
Monday. Beattie, who had 
previously described the 
CWG as “inspirational” and 
“innovative,” said he was 
disappointed the viewers 
at home did not get to see 
the athletes.

“We wanted athletes 
to be part of and enjoy the 
closing ceremony. How-
ever, having them come in 
to the stadium in the pre-
show meant the TV audi-
ence were not able to see 
the athletes enter the sta-
dium. We got that wrong,” 

t h e  C o m m o n w e a l t h 
Games chairman said. 
“Unfortunately tonight, 
the organising commit-
tee, together with the host 
broadcasters, just didn’t get 
it right.” In a social media 
post on Monday morning, 
Beattie said the closing 
ceremony telecast should 
have been organised more 
appropriately.

“The speeches were too 
many and too long. I was 
part of that and I acknowl-
edge it. Again, we got that 
wrong,” he wrote.

Queensland Premier 
Annastacia Palaszczuk, 
who actually spoke at the 
closing ceremony, also 
criticised the organisers on 
Monday.

“At the end of the day, 
we appoint an agency to 

run the day to day opera-
tions of the Games,” Pal-
aszczuk told reporters.

“Whoever made that 
decision not to allow 
those athletes to march in 
should hang their heads in 
shame.”

Angus Brandt, a mem-
ber of the Australian bas-
ketball team which won a 
gold medal, said the entire 
Australian basketball team 
was disappointed to be left 
out.  “It was a little disap-
pointing with the athletes 
being brought in before the 
actual ceremony began,” 
Brandt said on Australian 
Television on Monday. 

The host broadcaster 
of the CWG, NEP Group, 
also released a social media 
post saying it was “disap-
pointed.”

Gold Coast, April  16 
(AFP): A bullish India cel-
ebrated their best boxing 
performance at a Com-
monwealth Games and 
are now targeting more 
success to rival the best 
nations at the Tokyo 2020 
Olympics.

Top figures in Indian 
boxing said their exploits 
on Australia’s Gold Coast 
were no fluke, even if they 
surpassed their own ex-
pectations in racking up 
nine medals in the sport.

India pipped hosts 
Australia to sit second in 
the boxing medals table 
with three golds -- Mary 
Kom (light-flyweight), 
V ikas  Kr ishan (mid-
dleweight) and Gaurav 
Solanki (flyweight).

England, who have 
poured significant re-
sources into amateur box-
ing, topped the table with 
six gold medals.

It was a highly satisfac-
tory ending to a fortnight 
that started badly for Indi-
an boxing with a warning 
for breaking the Games’ 
strict no needle policy 
after giving a vitamin in-
jection to an unnamed 
fighter.

All this comes just a 
few years after Indian 

Turin, April 16 (IANS): Six-
time Serie A defending 
champions Juventus over-
powered Sampdoria 3-0 to 
take a six-point lead over 
second-placed Napoli, 
who were held goalless by 
AC Milan, while Roma and 
Lazio also played a goalless 
draw in the capital derby of 
the Italian football league.

Brazi l ian on-loan 
winger Douglas Costa on 
Sunday provided a trio 
of excellent assists from 
which Mario Mandzukic 
(45th minute), Benedikt 
Howedes (60th) and Sami 
Khedira (75th) scored.

Coast, who came on 
as a substitute for injured 
midfielder Miralem Pjanic, 
set-up the hosts’ opening 
goal for Mandzukic, who 
crashed home on the vol-
ley from Costa’s cross from 
the left.

On the hour-mark, 
Costa delivered a delight-
ful chipped through ball 
towards the back post 
for Howedes to hammer 
home a header for his first 
ever goal for the Turin gi-
ants, who were coming 
off a Champions League 
quarter-final elimination 
against Real Madrid.

Just 15 minutes later, 
Khedira fired into the bot-
tom corner after being 
served the ball on a silver 
platter from Costa, who 
completed his hat-trick of 
assists within half an hour 
of coming on just before 
the interval.

“After the substitution, 
we were able to spread the 
play more and that was 
important because the op-
position gets up and down 
the pitch,” Juventus chief 
coach Massimiliano Allegri 
was quoted as saying by 
the club’s website.

“It was key to win after 
the Real Madrid game, in 
which we invested a lot 
of mental and physical 
energy. Today we needed 
to be attentive, technically 
proficient and intelligent 
against a team capable of 
playing good football.”

In Rome’s Olympic Sta-
dium, Roma and Lazio 
played a 0-0 draw. Roma’s 
Bruno Peres and Eden 
Dzeko hit the hoodwork as 
Lazio settled for a point af-
ter Stefan Radu was sent off 
for fouling Cengiz Under.

Lazio and Roma have 
61 points each but the 
former are ahead on a bet-

ter goal difference.
Earlier in the day, a 

great save two minutes into 
the second-half stoppage 
time by Milan goalkeeper 
Gianluigi Donnarumma 
held Napoli to a 0-0 draw, 
moving the Serie A title 
a little further from their 
reach.

Napoli’s striker Arkadi-
usz Milik may regret miss-
ing his side’s best chance 
for a win. Marking his 100th 
match in Serie A, Don-
narumma had one of the 
best saves of the year in Ita-
ly. Milan are sixth in the ta-
ble with 53 points -- seven 
behind cross-town rivals 
Inter, who also played a 0-0 
draw with Atalanta on Sat-
urday. Meanwhile, Spal put 
an end to Fiorentina’s six-
game winning streak with 
a goalless draw. Fiorentina 
are in the seventh posi-
tion with 51 points, just 
two points behind Milan, 
while Spal, after their fifth 
consecutive draw, remain 
in the relegation zone with 
28 points in 17th place. 
Elsewhere in the Serie A, 
Benevento played to a 2-2 
draw against Sassuolo, 
while Bologna prevailed 
2-0 over Hellas Verona.

Aris,April 16(Reuters): 
Paris St Germain snatched 
their fifth French league 
title in six years in style on 
Sunday and won a fifth 
consecutive League Cup, 
yet it is their incapacity to 
set a European milestone 
that will mostly be remem-
bered from their season.

PSG, who bought Brazil 
striker Neymar for a world 
record transfer fee of 222 
million euros ($273.6 mil-
lion) and also attracted 
French prodigy Kylian 
Mbappe, were knocked 
out in the last 16 of the 
Champions League by Real 
Madrid.

Spanish fullback Yuri 
Berchiche believes that 
Ligue 1 is to blame. “The 
rivals of PSG are not strong 
enough,” he told Le Jour-
nal du Dimanche on Sun-
day.

“In Spain, the density 
allows Barcelona, Atletico, 
Real Madrid to be better 
prepared for the big Euro-
pean games. Suffering at 
the weekend is useful.”

PSG often barely broke 
a sweat throughout the 
season, winning 16 of their 
games with a three-goal-
or-more margin as they 
extended their league un-
beaten streak at home to 
40 matches. 

Previous champions 
Monaco, who are likely to 
finish second, were tamed 
four times by PSG — in the 
Trophy of Champions, the 
League Cup final and twice 
in Ligue 1.

They achieved that 
even without the full help 
of Neymar as the forward 
has been out with a foot 
injury since Feb. 25.

boxing reached a nadir 
when its federation was 
effectively expelled by 
the sport’s amateur world 
governing body, the In-
ternational Boxing Asso-
ciation (AIBA), over how 
it elected its officials.

Now back in the inter-
national fold as the Box-
ing Federation of India 
(BFI), its president Ajay 
Singh told AFP at the Gold 
Coast: “Last year a new 
federation took over and 
we are trying to ensure 
that we hold champion-
ships in India and have 

our boxers participate in 
all international champi-
onships.

“We make sure we 
train our boxers well, 
make sure we plan their 
fights well and there’s a 
great deal of enthusiasm 
for boxing in India.”

Singh, who has been 
in the post for 19 months, 
added boldly: “We expect 
that in the next two years 
India will be one of the 
leading boxing nations in 
the world.”

- World ambition -
So far, so good. At the 

Glasgow 2014 Common-
wealths, India failed to 
win one gold, underlining 
the stark improvement 
since. “We have tried to 
put a lot of focus on the 
boxers themselves, leave 
out the politics and make 
sure that we have the best 
support staff training our 
boxers,” said Singh.

“Also make sure that 
our boxers get as much 
exposure as possible -- In-
dian fighters were not go-
ing out fighting anywhere 
in the world.”

He is changing that, 

sending Indian boxers 
abroad for tournaments 
and hosting international 
events such as January’s 
inaugural Indian Open.

“We are also trying to 
plan scientifically -- how 
they train for endurance, 
what food they eat, scien-
tifically how they can up-
grade their skills,” Singh 
said. Santiago Nieva was 
brought in just over a year 
ago as high-performance 
director and said that with 
a population of 1.3 billion 
people, there is no end of 
potential in India.

The government and 
boxing federation provid-
ed good support, includ-
ing financially, said the 
Argentine, who was previ-
ously in the same senior 
post in Swedish boxing.

Boxers have described 
how Nieva will have an 
analyst make a video nas-
ty of their mistakes, then 
send it to their phones 
so they can watch it any 
time, and hopefully avoid 
the same error in future.

While  s tr ik ing  an 
upbeat tone, Nieva said 
more work remained.

After all, the Com-
monwealths are nowhere 
near as competitive as the 
Olympics.

But in Cavani they have 
a lethal weapon as the Uru-
guay striker scored 25 goals 
in the league. None of that 
mattered in the Champi-
ons League, however, as 
they were eliminated by 
Real 5-2 on aggregate after 
showing very little fighting 
spirit in the second leg at 
the Parc des Princes.

Coach Unai Emery, 
who led Sevilla to three 
c o n s e c u t i v e  Eu r o p a 
League titles from 2014-
16, has been widely held 
responsible for the failure 
because of a supposed lack 
of authority in the dressing 
room.

 The Spaniard’s con-
tract expires at the end 
of the season and French 
media have been report-
ing that he will be replaced 
by former Borussia Dort-
mund coach Thomas 
Tuchel. Emery, however, 
is confident that this PSG 
team have what it takes to 
succeed in Europe.

“This team is very solid 
and I trust them for future 
success. First here, and in 
the Champions League,” 
he said. 

PSG often barely broke 
a sweat throughout the 
season, winning 16 of their 
games with a three-goal-
or-more margin as they 
extended their league un-
beaten streak at home to 
40 matches.

Previous champions 
Monaco, who are likely to 
finish second, were tamed 
four times by PSG — in the 
Trophy of Champions, the 
League Cup final and twice 
in Ligue 1.

They achieved that 
even without the full help 
of Neymar as the forward 
has been out with a foot 
injury since Feb. 25.

But in Cavani they have 
a lethal weapon as the Uru-
guay striker scored 25 goals 
in the league.

None of that mattered 
in the Champions League, 

however, as they were elim-
inated by Real 5-2 on ag-
gregate after showing very 
little fighting spirit in the 
second leg at the Parc des 
Princes.

Coach Unai Emery, 
who led Sevilla to three 
c o n s e c u t i v e  Eu r o p a 
League titles from 2014-
16, has been widely held 
responsible for the failure 
because of a supposed lack 
of authority in the dressing 
room. 

The Spaniard’s contract 
expires at the end of the 
season and French media 
have been reporting that he 
will be replaced by former 
Borussia Dortmund coach 
Thomas Tuchel. 

Emery, however, is con-
fident that this PSG team 
have what it takes to suc-
ceed in Europe.

 “This team is very solid 
and I trust them for future 
success. First here, and in 
the Champions League,” 
he said.
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Manchester City win English Premier League title

Super Cup: East Bengal ride on Dudu's 
strike against FC Goa to enter final

Open penalty shoot-out in Kohima on April 21

Halep and Nadal remains on 
top of world tennis rankings

Mkg. and Tsg. runs into U-23 semi-finals 

IPL: Kolkata Night Riders 
canter to 71-run win over Delhi 

KXIP escape with 
four-run win

Pacers snap James' playoff 
streak, Harden powers Rockets

Manchester City are Premier League champions for the third time in seven seasons.

Organisers pose for the lens after the press conference in Kohima on Monday. 

KKR batsman Nitish Rana and A.Russsell greets each other to built up their partnership during IPL 
Match against DD at eden garden in Kolkata on Monday .

PTI Boston Celtics Jayson Tatum (L) gets past defending Giannis Antetokounmpo (C) and Khris 
Middleton (R) of the Milwaukee Bucks during the first quarter of game one of the Eastern 
Conference First Round playoffs between the Boston Celtics and the Milwaukee Bucks at the TD 
Garden in Boston.

Manchester, April 16 
(IANS): Manchester City 
clinched the English Pre-
mier League (EPL) foot-
ball title with five rounds 
of games left as second-
placed Manchester Unit-
ed fell 16 points behind 
following their 0-1 defeat 
to West Bromwich Albion 
here on Sunday.

After 33 rounds of 
matches, Pep Guardiola-
coached Man City have 
87 points, while Man 
United have 71 points. If 
Jose Mourinho-coached 
Man United can win all of 
their remaining matches, 
they can reach maximum 
86 points in total. Third-
placed Liverpool have 70 
points from 34 games.

After Man City de-
feated Tottenham Hot-
spur 3-1 on Saturday, 
Man United needed a 
win over West Brom to 
keep the slim title hopes 
alive. But at Old Traffrord 
Stadium at home, Man 
United failed to muster 
an equaliser to Jay Ro-
driguez's 73rd-minute 
strike.

U n i t e d ' s  d e f e a t 

crowned City  as  EPL 
champions for the third 
time, their fifth title in Eng-
land's first division league 
and the first under Span-
ish coach Pep Guardiola, 
reports Efe.

City clinched the first 

division league title in 
1936-1937 and 1967-1968, 
while they have won the 
competition in its current 
form twice -- in 2011-2012 
and 2013-2014.

"Record-smashing, 
goal-scoring, swashbuck-

ling and awe-inspiring - 
Guardiola has overseen 
a scintillating campaign, 
setting new standards of 
brilliance in English foot-
ball," Man City said in their 
website.

Celebrating the suc-

cess, Man City's Argentine 
central defender Nicolas 
Otamendi wrote on Twit-
ter: "2017/2018 @premier-
league CHAMPIONS !!! 
Great job guys. Our effort, 
hard work and dedica-
tion paid off. Thank you 
to all the fans for your 
unconditional support !! 
This league title is for you 
too! Our Time. Our City. 
#CmonCity."

Right-back Kyle Walker, 
who joined Man City last 
summer, said: "We did it! 
An amazing journey to 
get here!! All the lads have 
done so well and it feels 
great to be a part of this 
really special group of play-
ers! Thank you for your 
support all season! #shark-
team @mancity."

The defeat put United's 
second spot position in 
danger, as their advantage 
over third-placed Liverpool 
was reduced to just one 
point.

Despite the win, West 
Brom remained in the 20th 
spot of the EPL table with 
24 points. The win on Sun-
day was West Brom's first 
in the EPL since January 13.

Kolkata, April 16 (IANS): 
Kolkata Knight Riders 
(KKR), riding on Nitish 
Rana and Andre Russell's 
heroics, snapped a two-
game losing streak in style 
to register a 71-run vic-
tory over Gautam Gamb-
hir's Delhi Daredevils in a 
lopsided Indian Premier 
League (IPL) clash at the 
Eden Gardens here on 
Monday.

Put in by their celebrat-
ed former captain Gamb-
hir, KKR saw in-form Rana 
smash a 35-ball 59 with 
Russell hitting a 12-ball 44, 
which included six sixes 
off Mohammed Shami, to 
ensure Glenn Maxwell's 22-
ball 47 and Rishabh Pant's 
26-ball 43 went in vain.

Mystery spinner Sunil 
Narine (3/18) and china-
man Kuldeep Yadav (3/32) 
were the pick of the bowlers 
for the hosts. Delhi were 
reduced to 24/3 inside the 
first three overs with open-
er Jason Roy, who hit an 
unbeaten 53-ball 91 in the 
last match but now only 
managed 1, Shreyas Iyer (4) 
and skipper Gambhir  back 
in the hut.

Leg-spinner Piyush 
Chawla (1/16) got Roy's 
back in the last ball of the 
innings' first over with a 
slider down the leg side 
which the England bats-
man missed and went 
down the wicket for skipper 
Dinesh Karthik to effect a 
stumping. In the next over, 
Rana caught Iyer at first slip 
off Russell's bowling while 
the big wicket of Gambhir 
-- who is KKR's most suc-

Mohali, April16 (PTI): 
A grimacing M S Dhoni 
pulled off a near impos-
sible win for Chennai Su-
per Kings before Kings XI 
Punjab scraped through 
with a dramatic four-
run victory in the Indian 
Premier League here to-
night.

Dhoni, battling back 
pain, took the match into 
the last over with a blis-
tering 79 off 44 balls. 

However, his valiant 
effort did not prove to be 
enough as CSK ended at 
193 for five in response 
to KXIP's 197 for seven at 
the PCA Stadium.

T h e  Su p e r  K i n g s 
needed as many as 76 
off the last 30 balls and 
Dhoni got his team al-
most over the line with 
an innings comprising 
six fours and five sixes.

With 17 needing off 
the final over, pacer Mo-
hit Sharma did the job 
for KXIP, who recorded 
their second win in three 
games this season. It was 
the first loss of the season 
for the Dhoni-led team.

Dhoni's exhibition 
of powerful hitting was 
witnessed after the Chris 
Gayle show. 

The Jamaican showed 
that he was far from be-
ing a spent force as his 
second fastest fifty in the 
IPL helped KXIP put up a 
healthy total.

cessful captain winning 
two IPLs with them -- fell 
to U-19 World Cup winner 
Shivam Mavi (1/14).

Pa n t  a n d  Ma x we l l 
then associated for a 62-
run stand for the fourth 
wicket before the former 
holed out to Chawla at deep 
midwicket off Yadav. From 
there on, it was all downhill 
for Delhi as they lost wick-
ets in a hurry. Earlier, Rana 
cracked a fine half century 
while Russell blasted a 12-
ball 44 to propel KKR to 

200/9 in 20 overs.
He played a gem of an 

innings, selecting his shots 
with aplomb, as he hit five 
fours and four sixes to set 
up KKR's onslaught and 
allow Russell, who was 
dropped on 7 by Roy, to 
go for the big shots from 
the word go. Rana took 35 
balls for his 59. Russell hit 
six sixes in a three-over 
period where the hosts 
bludgeoned 54 runs before 
leg-spinner Rahul Tewatia 
(3/18) put a lid on the pro-

ceedings by taking three 
wickets in the last overs and 
conceding just one run.

R a n a  a n d  R u s s e l l 
stitched together a 61-run 
partnership in just 22 balls 
for the fifth wicket.

Brief scores: Kolkata 
Knight Riders 200/9 (Nit-
ish Rana 59, Andre Russell 
41; Rahul Tewatia 3/18) 
beat Delhi Daredevils (129 
all out (Glenn Maxwell 
47, Rishabh Pant 43; Sunil 
Narine 3/18, Kuldeep Yadav 
3/32)

Bhubaneswar,April 16 (PTI): 
Dudu Omegbemi struck the 
match's only goal as East 
Bengal recorded a 1-0 win 
over FC Goa to make the final 
of the inaugural Super Cup 
in Bhubaneswar on Monday.

After a goalless first half, 
Nigerian striker Dudu broke 
the deadlock in 78th minute 
at the Kalinga Stadium.

East Bengal now await the 
winners of the second semi-
final between Mohun Bagan 
and Bengaluru FC.

The Kolkata side's coach 
Khalid Jamil went in with 
a 4-5-1 combination with 
Dudu the lone striker up-
front and Ugandan Khalid 
Aucho getting his first start 
in midfield. FC Goa's coach 
Derick Pereira fielded a 4-4-2 
with Manvir Singh partnering 
Spaniard Ferran Corominas 
in attack. It was a scrappy 
first-half which ended goal-
less.

East Bengal had the better 
chances with Syrian mid-
fielder Mahmoud Al Amna 
missing the first real chance 
in the 19th minute, when he 
failed to tap in a cross from 
inside the box by Japanese 

Kohima Bureau
Kohima, April 16 (EMN): 
The 4th open penalty shoot-
out organized by Prodigies 
Group, is scheduled for April 
21 at Seikhazou (D Khel 
ground) in Kohima village, 
Kohima district.

The registration forms, 
fixed at INR 100, will be 
available at Equipment and 
Sports, main town; Active 
Station, opposite Axis Bank 
High School road; and Big 
Bite, at Jail colony. Interested 
teams are asked to collect 
and submit the forms with 

an entry fee of INR 2,000. 
The last date of submission 
of the forms is April 19. 

The cash award for the 
champions is fixed at INR 
30,000, followed by INR 
20,000, INR 10,000, and INR 
5,000 for the runners-up, 
third and fourth place, in 
that order. The cash prize 
for the best goalkeeper is 
INR 5,000. 

The fixture for the pen-
alty shoot-out will be drawn 
on April 20 at Seikhazou (D. 
Khel ground) at 4 PM, the 
organisers informed.

Dr. Neikiesalie Nicky 
Kire, advisor for Rural De-
velopment, will be the 
chief guest of the inaugural 
programme, while the ad-
ministrator of Kohima Mu-
nicipal Council Elizabeth 
Ngullie will be the guest of 
honour for the valedictory 
function. 

The organisers have in-
formed that food and bever-
age stalls will be open at the 
venue to cater to the crowd. 
Some extras, competitive 
games, will be conducted for 
the public too.

Madrid, April 16 (IANS): Romania's Simona 
Halep continues to lead the Women's Tennis 
Association (WTA) singles rankings released 
on Monday with 8,140 points, followed 
by Denmark's Caroline Wozniacki (6,790 
points).

There were no changes in this week's top 
10, as Spaniard Garbiñe Muguruza came in 
third, ahead of fourth-placed Elina Svitolina 
of Ukraine and fifth-placed Jelena Ostap-
enko of Latvia, reports Efe.

Further down the rankings, Slovakia's 
Anna Karolina Schmiedlova rocketed 48 
places up to the 84th spot after she won 
Claro Open 6-2, 6-4 over Spain's Lara Arru-
abarrena on Sunday in Bogota.

Nadal stays atop 
Spain's Rafael Nadal remained in the 

number one spot in the men's Association of 
Tennis Professionals world singles rankings 
released on Monday with 8,770 points.

Nadal dethroned Switzerland's Roger 
Federer, the 20-time Grand Slam champion 
who fell to the second place after he lost 3-6, 
6-3, 7-6 (4) to Australia's Thanasi Kokkina-
kis at Miami Open's round of 64 in March, 
reports Efe.

Croatia's Marin Cilic came in third in this 
week's top 10 that witnessed no changes, 
ahead of Germany's Alexander Zverev.

Spaniard Pablo Andujar, meanwhile, 
jumped 201 positions to the 154th after he 
defeated Briton Kyle Edmund 6-2 6-2 in 83 
minutes at the Grand Prix Hassan II in Mar-
rakesh to win his fourth career title.

Dimapur, April 16 (EMN): Mokokchung 
and Tuensang won their respective match 
in the last league matches of Group-B to 
enter the semi-finals of the ongoing un-
der-23 Inter district cricket tournament at 
the NCA stadium in Dimapur on Monday.

In the first match Mokokchung de-
feated Kohima by 80 runs and set up a 
clash against Dimapur in the semis. 

Winning the toss Kohima team elect-
ed to field and gave away 128 runs losing 
seven wickets in 25 overs for Mokok-
chung. Mokokchung batsmen Anok-
sangba scored 45 runs (not out) and Aloto 
made 27 runs (not out). Kohima bowler 
Monoj Choudhury claimed five wickets.

In reply, Kohima team were all bowled 
out in 11.4 scoring just 48 runs. Monoj 
and Kevibozo were the highest scorers 
with 16 and seven runs in that order.

Mokokchung bowler Ambesh claimed 
four wickets, while Abishek, Merenkaba, 
and Vijay Rai claimed two wickets each.

Meanwhile Tuensang beat Wokha by 
81 runs in the second match to set up a 
date against Zunheboto in the semi-fi-
nals.  On winning the toss, Wokha decided 
to field but they failed to restrict runs as 
Tuensang scored a mammoth target of 
202 runs in 25 overs losing seven wickets 
in the process.

Rishab rode on a half century with 90 
runs and Aditya with 29 runs for Tuen-
sang. Thechamo, Nuchumbemo Kikon 
and Harsh claimed two wickets each for 
Wokha.

Chasing the target, Wokha were all 
out in 22 overs scoring 120 runs. Harsh 
made 40 runs and Nchumbemo 35. Bijoy 
claimed four wickets and Abu Salem three 
wickets for Tuensang. 

Semi finals fixture on Tuesday

Dimapur vs Mokochung @ 8:30 am

Tuensang vs Zunheboto @ 1 pm

Cleveland. April 16 (AFP): 
Forget LeBron James mak-
ing his eighth consecutive 
trip to the NBA finals -- the 
Cleveland Cavaliers star 
might have trouble just 
getting out of the opening 
round of the playoffs.

Victor Oladipo scored 
a game-high 32 points to 
power the Indiana Pacers 
over the host Cavaliers 
98-80 on Sunday in the 
opening game of their first-
round NBA playoff series.

"James had won 21 
first-round playoff games 
in a row until the rout, hav-
ing never before lost the 
opener in a first-round 
NBA post-season series.

James, seeking his 
ninth career trip to the NBA 
finals and fourth league 
title, had not dropped a 
first-round playoff game 
since the New York Knicks 
beat Miami in the fourth 
game of the 2012 opening 
round, a minor setback 

on the Heat's title run, a 
career first for James.

James said falling be-
hind in a series just mo-
tivates him to step up his 
game. "I'm down 0-1 in 
the first round. I was down 
3-1 in the finals. So I'm the 
last guy to ask about what 
I’m gonna be like the next 
couple days," James said.

James had a triple dou-
ble in a losing cause with 
24 points, 10 rebounds 
and 12 assists. The rest of 
Cleveland's starters only 
managed 25 points, Kevin 
Love with 17 rebounds but 
only nine points.

J .R.  Smith had 15 
points off the Cavaliers' 
bench while Myles Turner 
had 16 points and Bojan 
Bogdanovic added 15 for 
Indiana.

The Cavaliers had their 
lowest-scoring first period 
of the season and only five 
baskets with six turnovers 
in the opening quarter, 

drawing boos as they 
walked off at half-time 
trailing 59-38.

- Celtics edge Bucks 
in OT -

The Boston Celtics 
nearly fell victim to an-
other Eastern Conference 
opening upset bid before 
edging visiting Milwaukee 
113-107 in overtime.

Al Horford scored 24 
points and grabbed 12 re-
bounds for Boston and 
Terry Rozier, starting in 
place of injured Kyrie Ir-
ving, added 23 points.

Marcus Morris scored 
21 off the bench while Jay-
len Brown netted 20 and 
Jayson Tatum contributed 
19 points and 10 rebounds 
for the Celtics.

Greek star Giannis 
Antetokounmpo led the 
Bucks with 35 points, 13 
rebounds and seven assists 
and gave the Celtics head-
aches until fouling out in 
overtime. 

midfielder Katsumi Yusa.
Dudu broke free from an Al 

Amna flicked header a minute 
later but with just the Goa keeper 
Kattimani to beat, hit straight at 
him.

Katsumi then missed two gilt-
edged chances between the 33rd 

and 35th minutes and Goa got 
their best chance through Cor-
ominas in added time, when his 
solo run found him in front of 
East Bengal goalie Ubaid, but 
he could not convert.

The half was highlighted 
by as many as four bookings, 
equally shared by both sides. 
Seriton and Edu Bedia went 
into referee Santhosh Bhas-
karan's book for Goa while 
Cavin Lobo and Gurwinder 
Singh received yellow cards for 
East Bengal.

The Kolkata team contin-
ued to press hard for a goal in 
the second half and Dudu and 
Katsumi missed at least three 
golden opportunities to score 
between them, the Nigerian be-
ing the more profligate.

The deadlock was finally 
broken when another quality 
cross from the left flank by Kat-
sumi found Dudu, who tapped 
in past Kattimani.

While Samad Ali Mallik be-
came the third East Bengal play-
er to be booked, FC Goa captain 
Bedia picked up his second 
yellow of the game for a lunge 
at substitute Kromah, who had 
come in for Dudu and Goa had 
to finish the game with 10-men.


